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The Sixth Amendment’s criminal jury right is integral to the United States
criminal justice system. While this right is also implicated by the Due Process
Clause, Equal Protection Clause, and several federal and state statutes,
criminal jury trial rates have been declining for decades, down from
approximately 20% to 2% between 1988 to 2018. This dramatic drop in the
rate of criminal jury trials is an effective measure of the decreased access to
fair and constitutional criminal jury trials.
Prior to the pandemic, critics generally ascribed the decline in criminal
jury trials to two sources, first the “trial penalty,”—the substantial difference
between the sentence offered prior to trial versus the sentence the defendant
receives after trial—and second, the unfettered abuse of the Speedy Trial Act
by prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges. Both of these sources have had
the effect of pressuring criminal defendants to plea or otherwise delaying the
accused’s ability to obtain a jury trial.
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The COVID-19 pandemic caused national criminal jury trial rates to
plummet further, with some states or jurisdictions nearing or reaching zero.
Several courts throughout the country contemplated or implemented
procedures to continue conducting criminal jury trials, including trials that
were (1) socially distanced and in person; (2) conducted by video conference
technology; or (3) a hybrid model of video conference jury selection with
socially distanced/in-person trial.
This Article argues that the pandemic served as a type of stress test,
revealing the inability of the criminal justice system to ensure the criminal
jury right. Thus, the pre-pandemic problems, even if eliminated, will not solve
the Sixth Amendment problems presented during the pandemic environment.
The Article also argues that pandemic solutions to increasing criminal jury
trial rates, while noble in intention, still likely force the accused to either
waive his Sixth Amendment rights or choose the speedy trial right at the
expense of the confrontation right or jury right, potentially causing
prosecutors and defense attorneys to shirk their ethical obligations to seek
justice or zealously represent their clients. Furthermore, because the
Supreme Court’s rejection of a “functionalist assessment” of Sixth
Amendment rights in Ramos v. Louisiana likely calls into question the
constitutionality of such measures, greater action is needed to ensure a
pandemic-proof criminal jury right. Indeed, while the vaccine may be a cure
for the virus, it is not a cure for the problems it caused to our criminal justice
system. Accordingly, to ensure a pandemic-proof criminal jury right,
Congress should enact measures to end the trial penalty, provide courts and
parties with a meaningful ability to enforce the Speedy Trial Act, and most
importantly, amend the Constitution to create a criminal jury right that allows
courts to conduct jury trials via video conference.**
I. INTRODUCTION ........................................................................................... 208
A. Introduction to Video Conference Technology............................. 211
i. Criminal Justice System’s Video Conference Technology
Immersion............................................................................... 215
II. THE SIXTH AMENDMENT: BOUNDARIES, LIMITATIONS, AND ORIGINALIST
PHILOSOPHY ........................................................................................ 216

** Portions of Parts I, IV, and V are adapted from Brandon Marc Draper, And Justice for
None: How COVID-19 Is Crippling the Criminal Jury Right, 62 B.C. L. REV. E.SUPP. I.-1 (2020),
https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/bclr/vol62/iss9/1 [https://perma.cc/4WF9-2R8E] and Brandon
Marc Draper, Zoom Justice: When Constitutional Rights Collide in Cyberspace, NW. U. L. REV.
NOTE (May 7, 2020), https://blog.northwesternlaw.review/?p=1395 [https://perma.cc/9LSJ-NQCJ].
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I. INTRODUCTION
The year 2020 will be defined by the destruction caused by the COVID-19
pandemic. According to the World Health Organization, it is “the most
severe” health emergency the organization has ever declared.1 As of January
3, 2022, the world death toll has surpassed 5.46 million.2 Countless others
who contracted the virus ultimately survived but have endured “post-COVID
conditions,”3 which could have health consequences lasting well into the
future.4 Beyond the health consequences, the virus has caused the worst
worldwide economic recession since World War II.5
In the United States, the pandemic’s impacts were particularly devastating
and, in many ways, tragic. For example, as of January 25, 2021, the United
States had four percent of the world’s population and yet 25% of all
confirmed COVID-19 cases and twenty percent of the world’s COVID-19

1. Coronavirus ‘most severe health emergency’ WHO has faced, BBC (July 27, 2020),
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-53557577 [https://perma.cc/K4GD-JHKP].
2. See COVID-19 Coronavirus Death Toll, WORLDOMETER (Jan. 3, 2022),
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/coronavirus-death-toll/#:~:text=3%2C233%2C867%20p
eople%20have%20died%20so,rate%20is%20still%20being%20assessed
[https://perma.cc/44E4AUEC].
3. COVID-19:
Post-COVID
Conditions,
CDC
(Sept.
16,
2021)
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/long-term-effects.html [https://perma.cc/887W-HNDF].
4. See Alvin Powell, A pandemic that endures for COVID long-haulers, HARV. GAZETTE (Apr.
13, 2021), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2021/04/harvard-medical-school-expert-explainslong-covid/ [https://perma.cc/HLB5-R5Q7].
5. See, e.g., COVID-19 to Plunge Global Economy into Worst Recession since World War II,
WORLD BANK (June 8, 2020), https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/06/08/covid19-to-plunge-global-economy-into-worst-recession-since-world-war-ii
[https://perma.cc/FEQ82FC9]; Dan Burns & Mark John, COVID-19 shook, rattled and rolled the global economy in 2020,
REUTERS (Dec. 31, 2020, 12:15 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-economy-yearendgraphic/covid-19-shook-rattled-and-rolled-the-global-economy-in-2020-idUSKBN2950GH
[https://perma.cc/QK8D-6CKB].
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deaths.6 At its deadliest, it was the number one cause of death.7 Its effect on
the population was compounded by a simultaneous four percent decline in
birthrate in 2020.8 And “[i]n 2020, . . . the United States saw the largest
single-year surge in the death rate since federal statistics became available.”9
The impact was not limited to the death toll. The United States’ GDP growth
in the second quarter of 2020 fell by 31.4%.10 Small businesses faltered.11
Unemployment skyrocketed to rates as high as 14.4%.12 American citizens
continued to lose faith in their government as many government officials
publicly told them to avoid unnecessary travel as these officials
simultaneously violated social distancing measures.13 Gridlock in Congress

6. See Shaina Ahluwalia & Roshan Abraham, Global COVID-19 cases surpass 100 million as
nations
tackle
vaccine
shortages,
REUTERS
(Jan.
27,
2021,
6:01
AM),
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-global-cases/global-covid-19-cases-surpass100-million-as-nations-tackle-vaccine-shortages-idUSKBN29W0L6
[https://perma.cc/EGM368SW].
7. Jared Ortaliza, Kendal Orgera, Krutika Amin & Cynthia Cox, COVID-19 continues to be a
leading cause of death in the U.S. in September 2021, PETERSON-KFF (Oct. 13, 2021),
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/covid19-and-other-leading-causes-of-death-in-the-us/
[https://perma.cc/F7GH-6587]; For all of 2020, the COVID death rate settled at the third leading
cause of death in the United States. See Roni Caryn Rabin, Covid-19 was the third leading cause of
death in the U.S. in 2020, federal health researchers report., N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 31, 2021),
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/31/us/covid-death-rates.html [https://perma.cc/H3ZU-HW64].
8. See Sabrina Tavernise, The U.S. Birthrate Has Dropped Again. The Pandemic May Be
Accelerating the Decline., N.Y. TIMES (May 5, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/05/us/usbirthrate-falls-covid.html [https://perma.cc/9FT3-RGL5].
9. Denise Lu, How Covid Upended a Century of Patterns in U.S. Deaths, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 23,
2021)
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/04/23/us/covid-19-death-toll.html
[https://perma.cc/2MBS-VVB9].
10. See Mike Patton, The Impact Of Covid-19 On U.S. Economy And Financial Markets,
FORBES (Oct. 12, 2020, 12:32 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikepatton/2020/10/12/theimpact-of-covid-19-on-us-economy-and-financial-markets/?sh=5e51f5d02d20
[https://perma.cc/P9VB-EYZD].
11. See Alexander W. Bartik, Marianne Bertrand, Zoe Cullen, Edward L. Glaesar, Michael
Luca & Christopher Stanton, The impact of COVID-19 on small business outcomes and expectations,
117
PNAS
17656
(2020),
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/30/17656.full.pdf
[https://perma.cc/7DTL-NG27].
12. See Rakesh Kochhar, Unemployment rose higher in three months of COVID-19 than it did
in two years of the Great Recession, PEW RESEARCH CTR. (June 11, 2020),
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/06/11/unemployment-rose-higher-in-three-months-ofcovid-19-than-it-did-in-two-years-of-the-great-recession/ [https://perma.cc/5HEZ-ZVR3].
13. See, e.g., Miriam Pawel, Opinion, Gavin Newsom, What Were You Thinking?, N.Y. TIMES
(Nov. 25, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/25/opinion/gavin-newsom-french-laundrycalifornia.html [https://perma.cc/YQ8C-N2PA]; Aamer Madhani & Brian Slodysko, Birx Travels,
family visits highlight pandemic safety perils, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Dec. 20, 2020),
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persisted in spite of the fact that Americans were in desperate need of
financial support.14 Fox News aided in increasing this mistrust as it promoted
coronavirus misinformation approximately 13,551 times over the course of
the pandemic in 2020.15 And through all of these issues, President Trump was
found to be the “single largest driver” of COVID-19 misinformation.16
Beyond governmental issues, hate crimes skyrocketed, especially against
Asian Americans.17 Despite continued low rates for other crimes, murder
rates increased by an average of 36.7% in cities across the country.18 Even
when a vaccine became remarkably available in December of 2020,19 news
that the Trump Administration had rejected vaccine doses that could have
been used to save lives and stop the spread of the virus harmed the national

https://apnews.com/article/travel-pandemics-only-on-ap-delaware-thanksgiving52810c22488fff7e6bb70746bdc9bc61 [https://perma.cc/WFA2-M7ZB].
14. See Paul Kane, Congress deeply unpopular again as gridlock on coronavirus relief has
real-life
consequences,
WASH.
POST
(Aug.
1,
2020,
6:00
AM),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/congress-deeply-unpopular-again-as-gridlock-oncoronavirus-relief-has-real-life-consequences/2020/07/31/6d2f10c4-d36a-11ea-8c5561e7fa5e82ab_story.html [https://perma.cc/4HK7-QYPC]; see Kochhar supra note 12.
15. See Matt Gertz, Misinformer of the Year: Fox News, MEDIA MATTERS (Dec. 30, 2020, 7:30
AM), https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-news/misinformer-year-fox-news [https://perma.cc/D4WG56V5].
16. Sheryl Gay Stolberg & Noah Weiland, Study Finds ‘Single Largest Driver’ of Coronavirus
Misinformation:
Trump,
N.Y.
TIMES
(Updated
Oct.
6,
2021),
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/30/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-misinformation.html
[https://perma.cc/BYL8-4AH3]. Interestingly, one research group found a seventy-three percent
decline in misinformation relating to election fraud on social media websites in the week after
President Trump and key allies were banned from Twitter. See Elizabeth Dwoskin & Craig Timberg,
Misinformation dropped dramatically the week after Twitter banned Trump and some allies, WASH.
POST
(Jan.
16,
2021,
11:38
AM),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/01/16/misinformation-trump-twitter/
[https://perma.cc/M3WY-UD8J].
17. See Kimmy Yam, New report finds 169 percent surge in anti-Asian hate crimes during the
first quarter, NBC NEWS (Apr. 28, 2021, 6:46 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asianamerica/new-report-finds-169-percent-surge-anti-asian-hate-crimes-n1265756
[https://perma.cc/7MQ3-EMDJ].
18. See Cheryl Corley, Massive 1-Year Rise In Homicide Rates Collided With The Pandemic In
2020, NPR (Jan. 6, 2021, 4:00 AM), https://www.npr.org/2021/01/06/953254623/massive-1-yearrise-in-homicide-rates-collided-with-the-pandemic-in-2020 [https://perma.cc/87P3-ZFEB].
19. See Ben Guarino, Ariana Eunjung Cha, Josh Wood & Griff Witte, ‘The weapon that will
end the war’: First coronavirus vaccine shots given outside trials in U.S., WASH. POST (Dec. 14,
2020, 4:50 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/12/14/first-covid-vaccines-new-york/
[https://perma.cc/LKQ8-A24N].
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vaccination effort.20 Such efforts were also hindered by celebrities like Joe
Rogan, a comedian and influential podcast host with millions of followers,
who publicly told his listeners that young, healthy people do not need the
vaccine, despite no evidence.21
A. Introduction to Video Conference Technology
The pandemic also led much of society to be introduced to Zoom, which
went from being a largely unknown company to becoming the number one
service-provider for video conference communication in the world.22 From
December 2019 to April 2020, Zoom’s daily participants increased from 10
million to 300 million.23 Google Meet and Microsoft Teams, two of Zoom’s
primary competitors, also boast daily participation numbers of approximately
100 million and 115 million.24 Beyond daily users, video conference
technology has changed our entire culture. Perhaps obviously, publisher
Oxford Languages named “unmute” one of Oxford Dictionary’s 2020 words
of the year.25
Video conference technology platforms like Zoom, Google Meet, WebEx,
and Microsoft Teams have several benefits. Those with social anxiety may be

20. See Jake Lahut, The Trump administration turned down more vaccine doses ‘as recently as
November,’ former FDA commissioner says, BUS. INSIDER (Dec. 14, 2020, 9:50 AM),
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-turned-down-covid-19-vaccine-doses-november-scottgottlieb-2020-12 [https://perma.cc/8TB4-6WYZ].
21. See, e.g., Sara Fischer, Joe Rogan walks back anti-vaccination comments, AXIOS (Apr. 29,
2021), https://www.axios.com/joe-rogan-walks-back-anti-vaccination-spotify-4ab56dcf-b60e-41c69c49-fe7f22be7d04.html [https://perma.cc/SN7M-YCXS]; See also Joe Rogan (@JoeRogan),
TWITTER, https://twitter.com/joerogan [https://perma.cc/T83F-4V4V].
22. See Mansoor Iqbal, Zoom Revenue and Usage Statistics (2021), BUS. OF APPS (Updated
Nov. 11, 2021), https://www.businessofapps.com/data/zoom-statistics/ [https://perma.cc/5UYNEZHK]; N.F. Mendoza, Zoom zips ahead of Google Meet, Microsoft Teams and Skype in one
ranking, TECHREPUBLIC (Mar. 31, 2021, 8:50 AM), https://www.techrepublic.com/article/zoomzips-ahead-of-google-meet-microsoft-teams-and-skype-in-one-ranking/ [https://perma.cc/FWS3BTY9].
23. Iqbal, supra note 22.
24. See Owen Hughes, Watch out Zoom: Microsoft Teams now has more than 115 million daily
users, TECHREPUBLIC (Oct. 28, 2020, 7:56 AM), https://www.techrepublic.com/article/watch-outzoom-microsoft-teams-now-has-more-than-115-million-daily-users/#:~:text=Zoom’s%20most%20re
cent%20figures%20suggest,logging%20into%20meetings%20every%20day [https://perma.cc/E42MQSGN].
25. See Simon Sharwood, ‘Unmute’ named one of Oxford Dictionary’s words of the year,
REGISTER
(Nov.
22,
2020,
5:17
PM),
https://www.theregister.com/2020/11/22/unmute_word_of_the_year/
[https://perma.cc/83EWEUF7].
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less stressed during video conference meetings than in person.26 Without
worrying about traffic and parking, professional or social gatherings can be
less stressful and more accessible. The data appears to bear out these benefits.
Such data from ZipRecruiter shows that approximately “46[%] of workers
would like to continue working from home forever[.]”27 And 76% of job
seekers reported that they want to either work from home full-time or parttime.28 As a result of this adjustment in workplace arrangements, a recent
Thompson Reuters poll showed that lawyers and firms have drastically
changed their opinions regarding the acceptance of remote work, the use of
technology in providing legal services, and cost-cutting measures entailed
from remote work.29 The authors of this poll have posited that, due to the
pandemic, the legal market has perhaps reached a “tipping point” regarding
the widespread use of remote work and video conference technology.30 With
respect to technology in the courtroom, in July of 2020 “the Conference of
Chief Justices and the Conference of State Court Administrators jointly
endorsed a set of Guiding Principles for Post-pandemic Court Technology
with a blunt message: The legal system should move as many court processes
as possible online[.]”31 Taking the lead on this guidance, the State of Texas
has conducted over 1.2 million virtual hearings since the pandemic began.32
And more generally, the American Bar Association is now providing advice
to attorneys for how to professionally appear “in court” via video
conference.33
26. See Olga Khazan, You’re Gonna Miss Zoom When It’s Gone, THE ATLANTIC (Apr. 16,
2021, 9:00AM), https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/04/how-deal-social-anxietymeetings/618611/ [https://perma.cc/532A-PB56].
27. Id.
28. See Employers and Job Seekers Agree: Remote Work Is Here to Stay, ZIPRECRUITER BLOG
(July
1,
2020),
https://www.ziprecruiter.com/blog/work-from-home-survey-highlights/
[https://perma.cc/J46K-8FAA].
29. See James W. Jones & Milton C. Regan, Jr., 2021 Report on the State of the Legal Market,
THOMPSON
REUTERS
INST.
(2021),
https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/content/dam/ewpm/documents/legal/en/pdf/reports/2021_sotlm_web_v2.pdf [https://perma.cc/HJQ7-ZDRQ].
30. Id.
31. Eric Scigliano, Zoom Court is Changing How Justice is Served, ATLANTIC (Apr. 13, 2021),
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/05/can-justice-be-served-on-zoom/618392/
[https://perma.cc/4XH9-8H35] (internal quotations omitted).
32. See
DIRECTOR’S REPORT: APRIL 2021, TEX. JUD. COUNCIL (2021),
https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1452027/directors-report-april-2021.pdf
[https://perma.cc/69DVBZ86].
33. See, e.g., Cara A. Murphy, Putting Your Best “Zoom” Foot Forward, LAW PRACTICE
TODAY (Apr. 15, 2021), https://www.lawpracticetoday.org/article/putting-your-best-zoom-footforward/ [https://perma.cc/LS5V-5K2M]; Kandis L. Kovalskyon, Zoom Court Appearances: Rising
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While this technology has become vital during the pandemic, it brings its
own challenges. This includes security and privacy concerns,34 psychological
issues,35 suppression of First Amendment rights,36 and unlawful surveillance
by foreign governments.37 Use of this technology has been linked to

to the Occasion While Seated, LAW PRACTICE TODAY (Apr. 15, 2021),
https://www.lawpracticetoday.org/article/zoom-court-appearances-rising-to-the-occasion-whileseated/ [https://perma.cc/68EW-6XJQ].
34. See Tom Warren, Zoom Grows to 300 Million Meeting Participants Despite Security
Backlash, VERGE (Apr. 23, 2020, 4:58 AM), https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/23/21232401/zoom300-million-users-growth-coronavirus-pandemic-security-privacy-concerns-response
[https://perma.cc/P5JJ-4J7Q]; Michael Goodyear, The Dark Side of Videoconferencing: The Privacy
Tribulations of Zoom and the Fragmented State of U.S. Data Privacy Law, 10 HOUS. L. REV. 76
(2020), https://houstonlawreview.org/article/12850-the-dark-side-of-videoconferencing-the-privacytribulations-of-zoom-and-the-fragmented-state-of-u-s-data-privacy-law
[https://perma.cc/LUH2C3DB].
35. See Kate Murphy, Why Zoom is Terrible, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 29, 2020),
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/29/sunday-review/zoom-video-conference.html
[https://perma.cc/78WT-FN76].
36. See Zoom and gloom: Campus dissent silenced amidst pandemic, FIRE (Feb. 16, 2021),
https://www.thefire.org/zoom-and-gloom-campus-dissent-silenced-amidst-pandemic/
[https://perma.cc/DXC4-DQRU]. In response to these concerns, Zoom created a company policy to
better protect the academic freedom of its users. See also On Academic Freedom for our Higher
Education Users, ZOOM (Apr. 13, 2021), https://explore.zoom.us/docs/en-us/trust/academicfreedom.html?_ga=2.245660045.843371590.1618411591-292345965.1523970767
[https://perma.cc/38EB-DEX7]. This policy has been cautiously applauded by First Amendment
scholars who continue to express concern because “the new policy does not yet clarify how Zoom
will handle its responsibilities under a federal law barring ‘material support’ for terrorism, which the
firm invoked when it censored” San Francisco State University when the University attempted to
host a webinar featuring Leila Khaled, “an operative of the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine who hijacked two airplanes, in 1969 and 1970.” See Hank Reichman, Zoom on Academic
Freedom in Higher Education, ACADEME MAGAZINE: BLOG (Apr. 14, 2021),
https://academeblog.org/2021/04/14/zoom-on-academic-freedom-in-higher-education/
[https://perma.cc/3ED5-AYHF]; Steven Lubet, Censoring Leila Khaled’s Webinars Violated
Principles of Academic Freedom, but Sponsors Still Need to Be More Truthful about Her, ACADEME
MAGAZINE: BLOG (Nov. 2, 2020), https://academeblog.org/2020/11/02/censoring-leila-khaledswebinars-violated-principles-of-academic-freedom-but-sponsors-still-need-to-be-moretruthful-abouther/ [https://perma.cc/JP69-QLCG]. However, even with their new policy, Zoom continues to cancel
webinars featuring Ms. Khaled despite potential First Amendment concerns. See Sarah McLaughlin,
Zoom cancels another academic event with Leila Khaled, again raising questions about company’s
role in the classroom, FIRE (Apr. 22, 2021), https://www.thefire.org/zoom-cancels-anotheracademic-event-with-leila-khaled-again-raising-questions-about-companys-role-in-theclassroom/?utm_source=Twitter [https://perma.cc/HTA6-PENB].
37. See Drew Harwell & Ellen Nakashima, Federal Prosecutors accuse Zoom executive of
working with Chinese government to surveil users and suppress video calls, WASH. POST (Dec. 18,
2020, 6:19 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/12/18/zoom-helped-chinasurveillance/ [https://perma.cc/FWZ4-ZDD6].
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increased anxiety, alienation, and exhaustion.38 Speakers may be wrongly
perceived as “uninterested, shifty, haughty, servile or guilty.”39 Studies of
virtual dating participants show increased attention paid to superficial
characteristics, as well as an increase in missed social cues.40 In one poll,
one-third of women stated that they were “talked over, interrupted or ignored
more frequently” in video conference meetings than in person.41 And because
of pandemic-related learning loss, children in eighteen states will be required
to repeat their current grade.42
The costs of video conference technology are also significant with respect
to remote work.43 Polls have shown that nearly one-third of employees
considered quitting after being forced to remote work, that approximately
seventy percent felt that “mixing work with other responsibilities had become
a source of stress,” and that approximately seventy-five percent stated they
were “burned out.”44 By remaining separated from friends and colleagues, the
“misery of loneliness” can lead to “depression, substance abuse, sedentary
behavior, and relationship damage[.]”45 And a study by psychologists from
the University of California and the University of Cambridge found that
“there was no association between the frequency of virtual social interactions
and well-being.”46 Indeed, video conference technology has often proven to

38. See Murphy, supra note 35.
39. Id.
40. See Sheril Kirshenbaum, Dating Over Zoom? Don’t Be Surprised if Those Online Sparks
Fizzle
in
Person,
THE
CONVERSATION
(May
28,
2020,
7:14
AM),
https://theconversation.com/dating-over-zoom-dont-be-surprised-if-those-online-sparks-fizzle-inperson-138899 [https://perma.cc/P2ZC-A5BV] (noting that online daters place a higher value on
superficial characteristics).
41. See Khazan, supra note 26.
42. See Carly Sitrin, ‘Parents are powerless’: Students face being held back after a year of
remote
learning,
POLITICO
(Apr.
22,
2021,
3:30
AM),
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/04/22/repeat-school-year-482336
[https://perma.cc/L5HQ5E8M].
43. See Arthur C. Brooks, The Hidden Toll of Remote Work, ATLANTIC (Apr. 1, 2021, 10:00
AM),
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2021/04/zoom-remote-work-lonelinesshappiness/618473/ [https://perma.cc/X73H-7QK3].
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Id. (citing Emily Towner, Danielle Ladensack, Kristen Chu & Bridget Callaghan, Welcome
to My Zoom Party - Virtual Social Interaction, Loneliness, and Well-Being Among Emerging Adults
Amid the COVID-19 Pandemic, PSYARXIV (Jan. 27, 2021) https://psyarxiv.com/2ghtd/)
[https://perma.cc/7ECU-Y7ZT].
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live up to its moniker as the “villain of the pandemic, other than COVID19[.]”47
i. Criminal Justice System’s Video Conference Technology Immersion
Every aspect of the criminal justice system has been harmed by the
pandemic. Among those severely harmed have been the accused, victims,
prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, jurors, police, and the public. The
accused—especially those who are in custody—face significant risks to their
health and safety, as well as to their Sixth and Eighth Amendment rights.48
Victims face unprecedented delays in gaining justice.49 COVID-19 has been
the number one cause of death among law enforcement officers in 2020.50
Prosecutors, defense attorneys, and courts continue to see their caseloads
grow, leading to massive backlogs of even the most serious offenses and a
loss of faith in the system by the public.51
COVID-19’s impact on the criminal jury right has been particularly dire.
While criminal jury trial rates had already fallen from approximately twenty
percent to two percent over the past three decades, these rates fell even
further, as low as zero percent after the pandemic began.52 Over a year into
47. Khazan, supra note 26.
48. See infra Part V; see also Jenny E. Carroll, Pretrial Detention in the Time of COVID-19,
115 NW. U. L. REV. ONLINE 59, 62 (2020). In Texas, for example, eighty percent of the 230 inmates
who died from COVID-19 while in a correctional facility had not been convicted of a crime. Of
those who died, “[9] of them had been approved for parole and were awaiting release, 21 of them had
served 90 percent or more of their sentence, and 58 percent of those who died in prison were eligible
for parole.” See Jerusalem Demsas, 80 percent of those who died of Covid-19 in Texas county jails
were
never
convicted
of
a
crime,
VOX
(Nov.
12,
2020,
1:50
PM),
https://www.vox.com/2020/11/12/21562278/jails-prisons-texas-covid-19-coronavirus-crimeprisoners-death [https://perma.cc/LZS6-B2XE].
49. See, e.g., Ted Oberg & Sarah Rafique, Victims wait as courts face unprecedented COVID19 delays, ABC13 (Dec. 18, 2020), https://abc13.com/harris-county-crime-backlog-court-houstonvictims/8777694/ [https://perma.cc/NB2J-TRL9].
50. See Harmeet Kaur, Covid-19 has killed more law enforcement officers this year than all
other causes combined, CNN (Sep. 3, 2020, 1:13 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/03/us/covid19-police-officers-deaths-trnd/index.html [https://perma.cc/638C-DPBJ].
51. See, e.g., Samantha Ketterer, ‘Waiting and waiting:’ COVID only made Harris County’s
massive backlog of murder cases worse, HOUS. CHRON. (Aug. 31, 2020, 7:53 PM),
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/crime/article/murder-backlog-covidhurricane-harris-county-tx-15527248.php?utm_campaign=CMS%20Sharing%20Tools%20(Premiu
m)&utm_source=t.co&utm_medium=referral [https://perma.cc/94C8-5WEH].
52. See, e.g., Samantha Ketterer, No ‘meaningful relief’: Harris County trials plunge from
1,600 a year to 52 since COVID, HOUS. CHRON. (Feb. 10, 2021, 11:31 AM),
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/crime/article/covid-jury-trials-harris-countyattorneys-rights-15939448.php [https://perma.cc/EM4M-PRLL] (including both civil and criminal
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the COVID-19 pandemic, the near-complete halt in criminal jury trials has
made clear that the Sixth Amendment does not protect the accused’s criminal
jury right during a pandemic. Even more, it makes obvious the fact that any
pre-COVID solution to increasing criminal jury rates will be insufficient to
protecting the criminal jury right if and when the next pandemic strikes.
This Article proceeds as follows. Part II outlines the current boundaries
and limitations of the Sixth Amendment criminal jury right, as well as the
originalist philosophy guiding recent Sixth Amendment jurisprudence by the
Supreme Court. Part III discusses factors considered by the accused for
whether to pursue a jury trial and the perceived pre-pandemic causes of
decreased criminal jury trial rates. Part IV discusses the measures courts
undertook to restore the criminal jury right during the pandemic. These
measures include (1) trials in person and compliant with social distancing
policies, (2) trials conducted exclusively by video conference, and (3) hybrid
in-person/video conference trials. This Part also analyzes the observations
and best practices to conducting criminal proceedings during the pandemic.
Part V transitions from examination to proposal. It discusses the potential
constitutional, ethical, and other implications of the proposals discussed in
Part IV, and presents an array of actions that Congress and state governments
could take to increase criminal jury trial rates and create a pandemic-proof
Sixth Amendment right.
II. THE SIXTH AMENDMENT: BOUNDARIES, LIMITATIONS, AND ORIGINALIST
PHILOSOPHY
The criminal jury right lies at the foundation of American democracy.53
At our nation’s founding, criminal and civil jury rights were enshrined as law
in the Sixth Amendment and Seventh Amendment of the Bill of Rights.54
Congress has fortified the United States’ commitment to ensuring access to
fair and constitutional criminal jury trials on several occasions through
cases); See also Report on the Status of Trial by Jury in U.S. Courts During the COVID-19
Pandemic, FULLY INFORMED JURY ASS’N (Dec. 11, 2020), https://fija.org/covid-19/nationwide-jurytrial-status-during-the-covid-19-pandemic.html [https://perma.cc/LH9C-E7T6]; Jeffrey Q. Smith &
Grant MacQueen, Going, Going, But Not Quite Gone: Trials Continue to Decline in Federal and
State
Courts.
Does
It
Matter?,
101
JUDICATURE
26
(Winter
2017),
https://www.phillipsnizer.com/siteFiles/24092/Article-Judicature-GoingGoingGone-JQSmithWinter2017.pdf [https://perma.cc/K4SS-5YGD].
53. See, e.g., DOCUMENTARY SOURCE BOOK OF AMERICAN HISTORY, 1606–1898, 136–38
(William MacDonald ed., 1908) (discussing the Stamp Act Congress’ 1765 resolution that “trial by
jury, is the inherent and invaluable right of every British subject in these colonies.”).
54. See U.S. CONST. amends. VI, VII.
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legislation, including the Speedy Trial Act of 197455 and the Jury Selection
and Service Act of 1968.56 Since our nation’s inception, our leaders have
publicly declared the necessity of jury trials for our democracy.57 The
criminal jury right in federal criminal prosecutions is primarily protected by
the Sixth Amendment, which provides:
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State
and district wherein the crime shall have been committed,
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law,
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation;
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have
compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and
to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.58
Within the text of the Constitution, this right is also protected by Article
III, Section 2;59 the Due Process Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments;60 and the Equal Protection Clause.61 Over the course of our
country’s history, the Supreme Court has rendered decisions that have either

55. See 18 U.S.C. § 3161 (2012).
56. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1861–78 (1988).
57. See, e.g., NEIL M. GORSUCH, A REPUBLIC, IF YOU CAN KEEP IT 243 (2019) (quoting John
Adams, who described the jury trial as the “heart and lungs” of democracy.) Thomas Jefferson
agreed, stating “I consider [trial by jury] as the only anchor yet imagined by man, by which a
government can be held to the principles of its constitution.” Richard Emery & Daniel Cooper,
COVID-19 Cannot Be the Death Knell for the American Jury Trial, N.Y. LAW J. (Apr. 20, 2020, 1
PM), https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2020/04/20/covid-19-cannot-be-the-death-knell-forthe-american-jury-trial/ [https://perma.cc/WF27-EPZ3]. And former U.S. Supreme Court Chief
Justice William Rehnquist noted “[t]he right to trial by jury in civil cases at common law is
fundamental to our history and jurisprudence. A right so fundamental and sacred to the citizens
should be jealously guarded.” Id.
58. U.S. CONST. amend. VI.
59. See U.S. CONST. art. III § 2 (The Trial of all Crimes . . . shall be by Jury[.]”).
60. See U.S. CONST. amend. V (“No person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law[.]”; U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (“No State shall . . . deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law[.]”).
61. See U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (“No State shall . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws). On the state level, the criminal jury right is also protected by each
state’ constitution and/or local statute. See, e.g., N.Y. CONST. art. I § 2 (“Trial by jury in all cases in
which it has heretofore been guaranteed by constitutional provision shall remain inviolate
forever[.]”); TEX. CONST. art. I § 10 (“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall have a speedy
public trial by an impartial jury.”); CAL. CONST. art. I § 16 (“Trial by jury is an inviolate right and
shall be secured to all[.]”).
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expanded or limited the scope of these protections.62 The following
represents the current boundaries and limits of the rights guaranteed by the
Sixth Amendment, including the right to a public trial, the right to a speedy
trial, the confrontation right, the right to assistance of counsel/effective
assistance of counsel, the right to a fair and impartial jury, and the right to be
present.
A. Boundaries and Limitations
i. The Right to a Public Trial
The Sixth Amendment right to a public trial is one that belongs both to the
accused and to the public.63 The Supreme Court has recognized the dualprotection feature of this right, noting that this right “gave assurance that the
proceedings were conducted fairly to all concerned, and it discouraged
perjury, the misconduct of participants, and decisions based on secret bias or
partiality.”64 The importance of the right to a public trial cannot be
overstated. Indeed, the Supreme Court has rendered decisions to provide
additional protections through the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.65 In relying on the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court
in Oliver stated:
[W]e have been unable to find a single instance of a criminal
trial conducted in camera in any federal, state, or municipal
court during the history of this country. Nor have we found
any record of even one such secret criminal trial in England
since abolition of the Court of Star Chamber in 1641, and
whether that court ever convicted people secretly is in
dispute.66
Despite its importance, the Supreme Court in Waller v. Georgia created a
four-part test outlining how the right to a public trial could be limited.67
Under Waller, a courtroom closure does not violate the Sixth Amendment
where (1) closing the hearing would advance an “overriding interest that is
62. See, e.g., Sanjay Chhablani, Disentangling the Sixth Amendment, 1 U. PA. J. CONST. LAW
487 (2009).
63. The public’s right is also protected by the First Amendment. See Richmond Newspapers,
Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555 (1980).
64. Richmond Newspapers, 448 U.S. at 569 (citing M. HALE, THE HISTORY OF THE COMMON
LAW OF ENGLAND 343–345 (6th ed. 1820); 3 W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *372–73).
65. See, e.g., In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257 (1948).
66. Id. at 266 (footnote omitted).
67. See Waller v. Georgia, 467 U.S. 39, 48 (1984).
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likely to be prejudiced”; (2) the closure is “no broader than necessary to
protect that interest”; (3) the trial court considers “reasonable alternatives to
closing the proceeding”; and (4) the trial court makes “findings adequate to
support the closure.”68
ii. The Right to a Speedy Trial
The speedy trial right is perhaps the most troublesome right bestowed by
the Sixth Amendment since the term “speedy” remains undefined within the
Constitution. Presently, the Supreme Court standard determining whether the
accused’s speedy trial right has been violated is set forth by Barker v.
Wingo,69 where a unanimous majority held that four factors would be
dispositive on this issue: “Length of delay, the reason for the delay, the
defendant’s assertion of his right, and prejudice to the defendant.”70 Writing
for the majority, Justice Powell further explained that the length of the delay
is “to some extent a triggering mechanism[,]” and if such delay is
“presumptively prejudicial,” it will lead to an analysis of the remaining
factors.71
iii. The Right to Confrontation
The confrontation right typically requires that the witness be physically
present, placed under oath, subject to cross-examination, and observed by the
trier of fact. In some circumstances, however, the accused’s right to confront
his accusers face-to-face is not absolute. This exception was created in
Maryland v. Craig,72 where the Supreme Court held that the confrontation
right “may be satisfied absent a physical, face-to-face confrontation at trial
only where denial of such confrontation is necessary to further an important
68. United States v. Smith, 426 F.3d 567, 571 (2d Cir. 2005) (citing Waller, 467 U.S. at 48).
69. Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972).
70. Id. at 530. Here, however, the Supreme Court held that a delay of over five years was not
violative of Mr. Barker’s Sixth Amendment rights based on its determination that he was only
minimally prejudiced by the delay and that he “did not want a speedy trial.” Id. at 514.
71. Id. at 530–34. While the Barker test remains the standard for determining a speedy trial
right violation, scholars have previously argued in support of removing the prejudice requirement
and noted support for this transition in both Justice Souter’s majority and Justice Thomas’ dissenting
opinions in Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647 (1992). See Chhablani, supra note 62, at 536.
72. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990). However, in some states, this exception is
precluded by their state’s constitution. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Ludwig, 594 A.2d 281, 282, 285
(Pa. 1991) (holding that use of a closed-circuit television system for testimony of a child sex abuse
victim violated the defendant’s right to confront the witness under the state’s constitution). But see
State v. Sweidan, 461 P.3d 378, 384–92 (Wash. Ct. App. 2020) (holding that a witness caring for a
critically ill relative may testify remotely despite contrary language in the state constitution).
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public policy and only where the reliability of the testimony is otherwise
assured.”73 Notably, the facts of Craig are atypical when compared to most
criminal cases. Namely, the accuser in Craig was a six-year-old sexual
assault survivor.74 Since this decision was rendered, however, the Craig
exception has been extended to a limited number of other witnesses, including
confidential informants in disguise,75 out-of-country victims in poor health
and unwilling to return to the United States,76 and active-duty military serving
overseas.77
iv. The Right to Assistance of Counsel/Right to Effective Assistance of
Counsel
In Strickland v. Washington,78 the Supreme Court articulated that the
“Sixth Amendment recognizes the right to the assistance of counsel because it
envisions counsel’s playing a role that is critical to the ability of the
adversarial system to produce just results.”79 The right to counsel may also be
implicated where the government has access to privileged attorney-client
communications. According to Supreme Court precedent from United States
v. Morrison80 and Weatherford v. Bursey,81 a defendant can prove a violation
of his Sixth Amendment right to counsel where he establishes that the

73. Craig, 497 U.S. at 850. While the holding in Craig remains valid law, scholars have
argued that the Supreme Court’s decision fourteen years later in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S.
36 (2004), should have overturned it. For example, Professor David M. Wagner argues that
Crawford “contains dicta incompatible with Maryland v. Craig and portends [Craig’s] downfall.”
David M. Wagner, The End of the “Virtually Constitutional”? The Confrontation Right and
Crawford v. Washington as a Prelude to Reversal of Maryland v. Craig, 19 REGENT U. L. REV. 469,
470, 472–76 (2006); see Crawford, 541 U.S. at 68–69 (“Where testimonial statements are at issue,
the only indicium of reliability sufficient to satisfy constitutional demands is the one the Constitution
actually prescribes: confrontation.”). Despite such assertions, the majority opinion in Crawford
never mentioned its previous opinion in Craig. Where Craig was mentioned in the concurrence, it
was only to note that purpose of the Confrontation Clause is to ensure the reliability of evidence
against the accused by subjecting the witness to cross examination before the trier of fact. Crawford,
541 U.S. at 74 (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring).
74. See Craig, 497 U.S. at 840.
75. See U.S. v. de Jesus-Casteneda, 705 F.3d 1117, 1120 (9th Cir. 2013). Here, while the
witness testified in person, the accused argued that by testifying in disguise, his Sixth Amendment
right to meet his accuser face-to-face was violated.
76. See Harrell v. Butterworth, 251 F.3d 926, 931 (11th Cir. 2001).
77. See Rivera v. State, 381 S.W.3d 710, 712–713 (Tex. App.—Beaumont 2012, pet. ref’d).
78. 466 U.S. 668 (1984).
79. Id. at 685.
80. 449 U.S. 361 (1981).
81. 429 U.S. 545 (1977).
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government obtained private communications between the defendant and his
counsel and where he was prejudiced by such action.82
In Strickland, the Court also outlined the circumstances by which the
accused’s right to effective assistance of counsel would be violated under the
Sixth Amendment. To prove such violation, a defendant must show (1) that
counsel’s performance was “deficient[,]” and (2) “that the deficient
performance prejudiced the defense.”83 To prove the first element, the
defendant must demonstrate “that counsel made errors so serious that counsel
was not functioning as the ‘counsel’ guaranteed the defendant by the Sixth
Amendment.”84 And to prove the second, he must demonstrate “that
counsel’s errors were so serious as to deprive the defendant of a fair trial, a
trial whose result is reliable.”85 More specifically, he must prove that “there is
a reasonable probability that, but for counsel’s unprofessional errors, the
result of the proceeding would have been different.”86
v. The Right to a Fair and Impartial Jury
The right to a fair and impartial jury, or a “jury from a representative cross
section of the community” is “an essential component of the Sixth
Amendment[.]”87 Notably, the “fair-cross-section” requirement applies only
to the panel and not to the jury that is actually selected.88 To show a prima
facie violation of this right, the accused:
[M]ust show (1) that the group alleged to be excluded is a
‘distinctive’ group in the community; (2) that the
representation of this group in venires from which juries are
selected is not fair and reasonable in relation to the number of
such persons in the community; and (3) that this
underrepresentation is due to systematic exclusion of the
group in the jury-selection process.89

82. See Morrison, 449 U.S. at 365; Weatherford, 429 U.S. at 558.
83. See Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687. The first element demands a defendant “show that
counsel’s performance was deficient,” while lending his counsel a “strong presumption . . . of
reasonable[ness,]” a “heavy measure of deference” to his decisions, and judging his counsel based on
“prevailing professional norms[.]” Id. at 687–91.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id. at 694.
87. Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 528 (1975).
88. See Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. 162, 173 (1986).
89. See Duren v. Missouri, 439 U.S 357, 364 (1979).
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If he does so, the state then bears the burden to show “a fair cross section
to be incompatible with a significant state interest.”90 Once jurors are
selected, this aspect of the Sixth Amendment is only violated where there is
an actual showing of bias from a juror.91 The ability to demonstrate juror
bias, however, is limited. Specifically, it is limited to jury selection,
observation by “the court, by counsel, and by court personnel[,]” and
observation by fellow jurors.92
vi. The Right to be Present
The accused’s Sixth Amendment right to be present is largely tied to the
accused’s Sixth Amendment right to confront witnesses.93 The Supreme
Court has also held that the accused’s right to presence in felony matters is
protected by the Due Process Clause “whenever his presence has a relation,
reasonably substantial, to the ful[l]ness of his opportunity to defend against
the charge.”94 The accused’s presence is also required “to the extent that a
fair and just hearing would be thwarted by his absence, and to that extent
only.”95
Such “critical stage[s]” where the accused presence is
constitutionally guaranteed include arraignment, bail, plea, jury selection,
trial, and sentencing.96
B. Originalist Philosophy and Ramos v. Louisiana
Originalism—the belief that a constitutional provision’s meaning becomes
fixed upon its enactment, and the Supreme Court Justices who subscribe to
this philosophy—has had a significant impact on recent Sixth Amendment
jurisprudence.97 Most recently, such philosophy was seen in the Supreme
90. Id. at 368.
91. See, e.g., Frazier v. United States, 335 U.S. 497, 509–10 (1948).
92. See Tanner v. United States, 483 U.S. 107, 127 (1987). In a rare exception to the “no
impeachment” rule, however, the Supreme Court recently held that “where a juror makes a clear
statement that indicates he or she relied on racial stereotypes or animus to convict a criminal
defendant, the Sixth Amendment requires that the no-impeachment rule give way in order to permit
the trial court to consider the evidence of the juror’s statement and any resulting denial of the jury
trial guarantee.” Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 137 S. Ct. 855, 869 (2017).
93. See, e.g., Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970).
94. Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 105–06 (1934).
95. Id. at 108.
96. Rothgery v. Gillespie Cty., 554 U.S. 191, 211–12 (2008).
97. See, e.g., Giles v. California, 554 U.S. 353, 357–66 (2008) (finding that California’s
forfeiture by wrongdoing exception to the confrontation clause unconstitutional because it was
“plainly not an ‘exceptio[n] established at the time of the founding[.]” Id. (quoting Crawford, 541
U.S. at 54.); Crawford, 541 U.S. at 53–54 (barring otherwise admissible statements as an exception
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Court’s decision in Ramos v. Louisiana,98 where the Court clarified the
accused’s right to a unanimous jury verdict for a serious offense.99 Writing
for the majority, Justice Neal Gorsuch noted the racist history of the laws
allowing non-unanimous juries in Louisiana and Oregon, the requirement for
unanimous jury verdicts dating back to fourteenth century England, the fact
that six states explicitly required unanimity, and the Supreme Court’s
previous statements that the Sixth Amendment criminal jury right entailed
unanimity at least thirteen times in 120 years.100 Justice Gorsuch then
discussed Supreme Court’s previous decision in Apodaca v. Oregon,101 which
allowed for non-unanimous verdicts under the Sixth Amendment because it
served “an important ‘function’ in ‘contemporary society.’”102 In rejecting
this functionalist approach, the majority overturned the precedent of Apodaca
and held that all state and federal criminal felony trials require a unanimous
jury verdict, in large part because “at the time of the Sixth Amendment’s
adoption, the right to trial by jury included right to a unanimous verdict.”103
The concurring and dissenting opinions interestingly do not take issue
with felony criminal trials requiring unanimous jury verdicts.104 Rather, the
to hearsay as violative of the confrontation clause because “the Framers would not have allowed
admission of testimonial statements of a witness who did not appear at trial.”); Blakely v.
Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 301–02, 313–14 (2004) (finding that the “Framers’ paradigm for criminal
justice” barred a judge from levying a sentence above the mandatory sentencing guideline range
based on facts that were not proven beyond a reasonable doubt); Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S.
466, 477–83 (2000) (holding that, with the exception of prior convictions, all facts that impact
punishment must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt because of “the historical foundation for our
recognition of these principles extends down centuries into the common law”); United States v.
Gaudin, 515 U.S. 506, 512–14 (1995) (holding that our nation’s history requires that a “jury’s
constitutional responsibility is not merely to determine the facts, but to apply the law to those facts
and draw the ultimate conclusion of guilt or innocence”). For a further discussion of these cases and
the role of originalist philosophy on Sixth Amendment jurisprudence, see Joan L. Larsen, Ancient
Juries and Modern Judges: Originalism’s Uneasy Relationship with the Jury, 71 OHIO ST. L.J. 959
(2010).
98. See Ramos v. Louisiana, 140 S. Ct. 1390 (2020).
99. Prior to this decision, a unanimous jury verdict was required to convict a defendant charged
with a felony in forty-eight states and in federal court. See id. at 1394.
100. See id. at 1394–97.
101. 406 U.S. 404 (1972) (plurality opinion).
102. Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1398 (quoting Apodaca, 406 U.S. at 410).
103. Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1402, 1408.
104. Justice Kavanaugh stated that Apodaca was “egregiously wrong” but disagreed with the
majority’s application of stare decisis. Id. at 1410, 1416 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring). Justice
Thomas said the decision should have been based upon the Privileges or Immunities Clause. Id. at
1424–25 (Thomas, J., concurring). And Justice Alito, writing for Chief Justice Roberts and Justice
Kagan, was largely concerned with the majority’s position that Apodaca did not establish Supreme
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dissent was particularly troubled by the impact of the majority’s statements
regarding the impropriety of a functionalist approach on the validity of several
previous landmark criminal procedure Supreme Court decisions.105 Writing
for the dissent, Justice Alito asked whether the Sixth Amendment only
“incorporated the core of the common-law jury-trial right,” or if it
“incorporate[d] every feature of the right[.]”106 He then explicitly worried that
the majority’s decision will “almost certainly prompt calls to overrule” the
Supreme Court’s decision in Williams v. Florida,107 which stated that a felony
jury of only six jurors was constitutional because the Sixth Amendment did
not incorporate every feature of the common law jury trial rights.108
III. PRE-PANDEMIC MATTERS: THE DECISION TO EXERCISE THE CRIMINAL
JURY RIGHT AND CAUSES OF DECREASED CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL RATES
A. The Accused’s Decision to Exercise the Sixth Amendment Right
While the criminal jury right is guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment, the
decision to choose to exercise this right or plead guilty has never been simple.
For the accused, their considerations fall into general categories of the
strength of the case, the direct costs, and its collateral consequences. The
following represents a thorough, but by no means exhaustive, pre-pandemic
list of such considerations for the accused and their counsel.
With respect to the strength of the case, the accused—even when they are
guilty—regularly consider whether the government will be able to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt, the quality of the prosecutor and defense attorney
trying the case and of the judge hearing it, the quality of the officers who
investigated the case and any Brady material the officers have in their record,
the credibility of any potential victims or civilian witnesses who may testify,
evidence that can be suppressed or excluded during the trial or in pretrial
hearings and motions, the race and sex of the accused and victim, juror
demographics, the type of charge they are facing, current political issues,
Court precedent and stated that “if the Court wishes to be done with [Apodaca], it must explain why
overruling Apodaca is consistent with the doctrine of stare decisis.” Id. at 1427–32 (Alito, J.,
dissenting).
105. See id. at 1433 (J. Alito, dissenting). Alito specifically referenced Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S.
643, 654 (1961) (Fourth Amendment), Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 444 (1966) (Fifth
Amendment), Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 344–345 (1963) (Sixth Amendment), and
Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 239 (1972) (per curiam) (Eighth Amendment).
106. Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1433 (Alito, J., dissenting).
107. See Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S 78 (1970).
108. Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1436 (citing Williams, 399 U.S. at 100).
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whether they can or should testify, the age of the case, and the likely sentence
based on all of the above.109
Regarding costs, the accused will likely consider the time and money
needed to hire or retain an attorney and litigate the case, the time it takes to
receive a trial after arrest or indictment, punishment for a plea of guilty versus
a guilty verdict after trial,110 whether they are in custody or have secured
pretrial bond/release, the bond conditions (if they are on bond), whether to
choose a bench or jury trial, the time in which the State must provide pretrial
discovery, the availability of probation as a post-trial sentence, how long it
will take to be parole eligible (if convicted), and their age compared to the
maximum potential sentence.111 For federal cases, they will also likely
consider whether their judge was appointed by a Democratic or Republican
President.112
For collateral consequences, the accused will also likely consider whether
a conviction will have an adverse impact on their immigration status (or
initiate deportation proceedings), their ability to seek gainful employment, the
availability of affordable housing, their ability to provide for or interact with
their family, their right to vote or bear arms, previous convictions that may
result in a parole or probation violation, their requirement to register as a sex
offender, and child custody/pending child protective service cases.113
While prosecutors, defense attorneys, and victims share several of these
concerns, they must also weigh their own costs and benefits for whether
conducting, testifying, or participating in a trial is appropriate. Prosecutors, of
course, have the primary responsibility of seeking justice.114 Defense
attorneys similarly bear the duty to act in the best interest of their clients.115
109. See Lindsey Devers, Plea and Charge Bargaining, BUREAU JUST. ASSISTANCE (Jan. 24,
2011), https://bja.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh186/files/media/document/PleaBargainingResearchSum
mary.pdf [https://perma.cc/88GB-Q9S4]; see generally Albert W. Alschuler, The Defense Attorney’s
Role in Plea Bargaining, 84 YALE L.J 1179 (1975).
110. See infra Part III.B.i.
111. For example, while a twenty-year sentence may not be cost-prohibitive for a young
defendant, it may, in effect, represent a life sentence for an older defendant.
112. See Alma Cohen & Crystal S. Yang, Judicial Politics and Sentencing Decisions, 11 AM.
ECON J.: ECON. POL’Y 1, 160–91 (2019).
113. See A.B.A., COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS: JUDICIAL
BENCH
BOOK,
NAT’L
CRIM.
JUST.
REFERENCE
SERV.
(Mar.
2018),
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/251583.pdf [https://perma.cc/4MD6-6A6X].
114. See Nat’l Dist. Att’ys Ass’n, NAT’L PROSECUTION STANDARDS, § 1–1.1 (3d ed. 2009)
(providing that “[t]he primary responsibility of the prosecutor is to seek justice”).
115. See A.B.A., MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT AND CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, Preamble,
Scope, and Terminology, 10 (2020).
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These duties weigh heavily on all aspects of criminal prosecution, not only on
the decision to proceed to trial. In addition to many of the accused’s trial
considerations, prosecutors may also consider the interest of the victim, the
financial cost of the case, and whether the case furthers the goals of the
elected district attorney.116 Victims, especially victims of sexual assault, have
their own interests separate and apart from prosecutors as to whether a trial is
appropriate.117 All of these concerns play a part in impacting the rate at which
criminal cases go to trial in non-pandemic conditions.
B. Who is to Blame?: The Trial Penalty, the Speedy Trial Act, and Other
Issues
i. The Trial Penalty
With respect to the pre-COVID decline in criminal jury trial rates, two
sources are generally blamed for the steady decline in the trial rate that began
approximately fifty years ago: the “trial penalty” and, more recently, a failure
to enforce the Speedy Trial Act. The trial penalty has been the subject of
debate and research by several legal scholars.118 Generally defined as “the
substantial difference between the sentence offered prior to trial versus the
sentence the defendant receives after a trial,” the trial penalty is regularly
blamed as the primary cause of the pre-COVID decline in criminal jury trial
rates from approximately twenty percent to two percent in federal criminal
cases.119 On the state level, the results are no better.120 Perhaps even worse,
116. See Nat’l Dist. Att’ys Ass’n, supra, 114.
117. See, e.g., Margaret Garvin & Douglas E. Beloof, Crime Victim Agency: Independent
Lawyers for Sexual Assault Victims, 13 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 67 (2015).
118. See, e.g., Rick Jones, Gerald B. Lefcourt, Barry J. Pollack, Norman L. Reimer & Kyle
O’Dowd, The Trial Penalty: The Sixth Amendment Right to Trial on the Verge of Extinction and How
to
Save
It,
NAT’L
ASS’N
CRIM.
DEFENSE
LAWS.
(July
10,
2018),
https://www.nacdl.org/getattachment/95b7f0f5-90df-4f9f-9115-520b3f58036a/the-trial-penalty-thesixth-amendment-right-to-trial-on-the-verge-of-extinction-and-how-to-save-it.pdf
[https://perma.cc/7S8Z-62EM]; Smith & MacQueen, supra note 52; Shari Seidman Diamond &
Jessica M. Salerno, Reasons for the Disappearing Jury Trial: Perspectives from Attorneys and
Judges, 81 LA. L. REV. 120 (2020); Nancy J. King, David A. Soulé, Sara Steen & Robert R.
Weidner, When Process Affects Punishment: Differences in Sentences After Guilty Plea, Bench Trial,
and Jury Trial in Five Guideline States, 105 COLUM. L. REV. 959 (2005); David S. Abrams, Putting
the Trial Penalty on Trial, 51 DUQ. L. REV. 777 (2013); Andrew Chongseh Kim, Underestimating
the Trial Penalty: An Empirical Analysis of the Federal Trial Penalty and Critique of the Abrams
Study, 84 MISS. L. J. 1195 (2015).
119. Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd, supra note 118, at 11; Smith & MacQueen,
supra note 52, at 28. Other studies indicate that the fall in criminal trial rates was less precipitous
from the 1960s to 2010s. Specifically, one such study indicates that the fall was from 8.2% in 1962
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the absolute number of trials has declined by more than sixty percent since the
mid-1980s.121 Because of the current structure of the criminal justice system,
parties appear to have every incentive to agree to a plea deal.122 Indeed,
Justice Anthony Kennedy recently concluded that “criminal justice today is
for the most part a system of pleas, not a system of trials.”123 The trial penalty
data appears to explain why. Studies show the cost of exercising the Sixth
Amendment trial right is severe: on average, a defendant charged with a
federal crime that proceeded to trial and was convicted received an additional
seven-and-a-half years of jail compared to those who pled guilty.124
Inexorably intertwined in this disparity is the fact that when federal

to 3.6% in 2013. See Diamond & Salerno, supra note 118, at 122. And in some state courts,
criminal trial rates in some states had fallen below 1% even before the pandemic.
120. See Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of Trials and Related Matters in
Federal and State Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEG. STUD. 459, 506–10 (2004); Smith & MacQueen,
supra note 52, at 32.
121. See Galanter, supra note 120. See also John Gramlich, Only 2% of federal criminal
defendants go to trial, and most who do are found guilty, PEW RSCH. CTR. (June 11, 2019),
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/11/only-2-of-federal-criminal-defendants-go-to-trialand-most-who-do-are-found-guilty/ [https://perma.cc/DB84-TNAS].
122. See generally, Alschuler, supra note 109; Albert W. Alschuler, The Prosecutor’s Role in
Plea Bargaining, 36 U. CHI. L. REV. 50 (1968). See also Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer &
O’Dowd, supra note 118; Conrad & Clements, infra note 168, at 122–27.
123. See Lafler v. Cooper, 566 U.S. 156, 170 (2012).
124. See Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd, supra note 118, at 20–21 (Figure 1).
Specifically, those who pled guilty received an average sentence of 3.3 years, while those proceeded
to trial received an average of 10.8 years. Id. The disparity was greatest for those charged and
convicted of antitrust violations; arson, auto theft; burglary, or breaking and entering; drug
trafficking; unlawful possession of firearms; kidnapping; murder; and sexual abuse. Id. These
findings are not unique. For example, a study from Cook County, Illinois, showed that those charged
with state drug offenses and convicted after trial received greater sentences than if they had pled
guilty. See Joseph George Dusek, The Effect of Plea Bargaining Vs. Trial Conviction on the
Sentencing of Offenders Charged with a Drug Offense in Cook County, Illinois (Aug. 2010) (Ph.D.
dissertation, Loyola University Chicago) (on file with Loyola University Chicago eCommons),
https://ecommons.luc.edu/luc_diss/269 [https://perma.cc/3XD9-CXBD].
In a five-state study
comparing sentences after jury trial, bench trials, and guilty pleas, the authors also found that
sentences after jury trials were greater than those after guilty plea, while sentences after bench trial
varied between being greater than or less than post-jury trial sentences. See King, Soulé, Steen &
Weidner, supra note 118, at 975. One prosecutor interviewed for the study bluntly stated the likely
reason for the observed “plea discount”: “We reward people for making our lives easy. We’re not
going to reward a person if he won’t make our lives easier.” Id. at 977. In yet another study of the
federal trial penalty, the author observed that defendants who proceeded to trial received a sentenced
64% larger than those who accepted a plea of guilty. See Kim, supra note 118, at 1199.
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defendants exercised their right to a jury trial, they were convicted in 83% of
all cases.125
Rick Jones and his co-authors (“Trial Penalty authors”) also assert several
negative side effects from the trial penalty. This includes the government
accountability issues that go unresolved due to favorable plea deals, the
atrophy of trial skills for prosecutors and defense attorneys who spend most of
their time negotiating plea deals, and a reduction of a judge’s role as the
supervisor of a case.126 They further claim it will lead to a worsening of our
country’s mass incarceration problems, an increased likelihood of innocent
persons pleading guilty, and an inability of jurors as members of society to
serve as “an important community check on [the] excesses of [the] criminal
justice system.”127 The Trial Penalty authors are not alone in their concerns.
As outlined by Smith and MacQueen, fewer trials also reduces “the space for
effective speech, eliminates a source of public information, and abandons an
important vehicle for citizen self-governance.”128 Reduced trial rates also
create a “danger that law developed only through motions will be arid,
divorced from the full factual content that has in the past given our law life
and the capacity to grow” which “may lead to greater uncertainly about trial
outcomes and substantive law.”129
In the face of these consequences, the National Association of Criminal
Defense Attorneys has made several recommendations they believe will
eliminate the trial penalty:
(1) Relevant Conduct: USSG § 1B1.3 should be amended to
prohibit the use of evidence from acquitted conduct as
relevant conduct.
(2) Acceptance of Responsibility: USSG § 3E1.1(b) should
be amended to authorize courts to award a third point for
acceptance of responsibility if the interests of justice dictate
without a motion from the government and even after trial.
(3) Obstruction of Justice: USSG § 3C1.1 should be amended
to clarify that this adjustment should not be assessed solely
for the act of an accused testifying in her or his defense.
125. See Gramlich, supra note 121.
126. See Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd, supra note 118, at 9–10. University of
Wisconsin law professor Marc Galanter further claims that “[a]s lawyers who ascend into decisionmaking positions have less trial experience, the discomfort and risk of trials looms large in their
decisions[,]” which will further reduce trial rates. See Smith & MacQueen, supra note 52, at 34.
127. Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd, supra note 118, at 9–10.
128. Smith & MacQueen, supra note 52, at 35 (internal citations omitted).
129. Id. (internal citations omitted).
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Application Note 2 should also be clarified in this respect.
(4) Mandatory Minimum Sentencing: Mandatory minimum
sentencing statutes should be repealed or subject to a judicial
“safety valve” in cases where the court determines that
individual circumstances justify a sentence below the
mandatory minimum.
(5) Full Discovery: Defendants should have full access to all
relevant evidence, including any exculpatory information,
prior to entry of any guilty plea.
(6) Remove the Litigation Penalty: The government should
not be permitted to condition plea offers on waiver of
statutory or constitutional rights necessary for an accused
person to make an intelligent and knowing decision to plead
guilty. This includes an accused person’s decision to seek
pre-trial release or discovery, investigate a case, or litigate
statutory or constitutional pre-trial motions.
(7) Limited Judicial Oversight of Plea-Bargaining: There
should be mandatory plea-bargaining conferences in every
criminal case supervised by a judicial officer who is not
presiding over the case unless the defendant, fully informed,
waives the opportunity. These conferences would require the
participation of the parties but could not require either party
to make or accept an offer. In some cases, one or more
parties might elect not to participate beyond attendance.
(8) Judicial “Second Looks”: After substantial service of a
sentence, courts should review lengthy sentences to ensure
that sentences are proportionate over time.
(9) Proportionality Between Pre-Trial and Post-Trial
Sentencing: Procedures should be adopted to ensure that the
accused are not punished with substantially longer sentences
for exercising their right to trial, or its related rights.
Concretely, post-trial sentences should not increase by more
than the following: denial of acceptance of responsibility (if
appropriate); obstruction of justice (if proved); and the
development of facts unknown before trial.
(10) Amendment to 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(6): In assessing
whether a post-trial sentencing disparity is unwarranted, the
sentencing court shall consider the sentence imposed for
similarly situated defendants (including, if available, a
defendant who pled guilty in the same matter) and the
defendant who was convicted after trial. The sentencing
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court shall consider whether any differential between
similarly situated defendants would undermine the Sixth
Amendment right to trial.130
Implementation of these reform ideas could potentially have a drastic
impact on increasing the trial rate. Notably, when the trial penalty is
discussed, it is almost exclusively mentioned in the context of felony cases.131
The reasoning is intuitive. Misdemeanor offenses typically carry a maximum
jail sentence of twelve months.132 As noted above, the average disparity for
federal sentences after plea and post-jury conviction is six-and-a-half years
longer than the maximum misdemeanor sentence.133 So even where a
prosecutor would threaten a maximum jail sentence for a misdemeanor
offense,134 a misdemeanor conviction is unlikely to result in a maximum
sentence of twelve-months. Even where it does, the defendant will ultimately
serve approximately half of that time.135 But in most cases, where the person
accused of a misdemeanor has no prior criminal history or does not stand
accused of a relatively egregious crime, that person will almost certainly not
be sentenced to any term in jail, let alone the maximum. Prosecutors, defense
attorneys, and the accused typically know this, and as such, a maximum
sentence is rarely recommended or considered a realistic plea.
However, despite the lack of the type of trial penalty traditionally present
in the felony system, the misdemeanor system of criminal justice nevertheless
has a similarly low jury trial rate to felonies.136 While lacking a traditional
trial penalty, the misdemeanor system is fraught with other problems that
discourage trials, encourage pleas, and otherwise inhibit the exercise of the

130. Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd, supra note 118 at 12–13.
131. See generally id. (Jones, Lefcourt, Pollack, Reimer & O’Dowd primarily discuss the trial
penalty regarding felony cases and only mention misdemeanors in this context twice.).
132. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3559(a)(6); N.Y. PENAL LAW § 70.15(1) (1998); TEX. PENAL CODE
ANN. § 12.21(2) (2011).
133. See supra Part III.B.i.
134. Such practice may be reasonable where the alleged conduct is particularly egregious, the
victim is overly sympathetic, the defendant has a significant criminal record, or probation and other
treatment alternatives have proven ineffectual. For prosecutorial discretion, see generally, ThirtyEighth Annual Review of Criminal Procedure, 38 GEO. L.J. ANN. REV. CRIM. PROC. 219 (2009).
135. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3624(b); N.Y. PENAL LAW § 70.30 (1998); TEX. GOV’T CODE
§ 498.003.
136. See Annual Statistical Report for the Texas Judiciary: Fiscal Year 2018 OFF. OF CT.
ADMIN.
(2018)
https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1443455/2018-ar-statistical-final.pdf
[https://perma.cc/PX4J-CWZW]. In Texas, the rate of jury trial convictions in the statutory county
courts was as low as 0.6% in 2018. Id.
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accused’s Sixth Amendment rights.137 This is most prevalent with crimes
where the plea recommended by the prosecutor is for “time served” or
involves significant collateral consequences.138 In the former, even where a
defendant believes and evidence supports he is either not guilty or innocent,
the ability to quickly resolve a case with a “time served” plea often outweighs
the interest in waiting months or even years to gain this result through a
trial.139 In the latter, should a defendant rebuff a plea and proceed to trial on a
relatively inconsequential misdemeanor, a conviction could have the same
overall effect as one for a serious felony.140
ii. The Speedy Trial Act
In 1974, Congress determined that Supreme Court decisions and
implementation of Rule 50(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
failed to give the Sixth Amendment “real meaning.”141 As a remedy,
Congress enacted the Speedy Trial Act,142 which set explicit time limits in

137. See, e.g., ALEXANDRA NATAPOFF, PUNISHMENT WITHOUT CRIME: HOW OUR MASSIVE
MISDEMEANOR SYSTEM TRAPS THE INNOCENT AND MAKES AMERICA MORE UNEQUAL (2018);
Jenny Roberts, Crashing the Misdemeanor System, 70 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1089 (2013); No Day in
Court: Marijuana Possession Cases and the Failure of the Marijuana Possession Cases and the
Failure of the Bronx Criminal Courts, THE BRONX DEFENDERS (May 2013),
https://www.bronxdefenders.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/No-Day-in-Court-A-Report-by-TheBronx-Defenders-May-2013.pdf [https://perma.cc/UQV2-Z86L].
138. NATAPOFF, supra note 137. Time served is a sentence that “imposes no additional
punishment than the time already served before conviction.” John Rubin, Is a sentence of “time
served” permissible?, UNI. N. CAROLINA, https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/faqs/sentence%E2%80%9Ctime-served%E2%80%9D-permissible [https://perma.cc/XS2H-3LU3].
139. NATAPOFF, supra note 137.
140. In Texas, for example, felony punishment options after a plea of guilty typically include
incarceration, probation, or a deferred adjudication (“deferred”). See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN.
art. 42A.101. However, when a defendant receives a deferred, he is not found guilty by the judge.
See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42A.101. A deferred usually entails the same terms and
conditions of probations if he were convicted, but the defendant would retain his right to vote. See
TEX. ELEC. CODE § 11.002(b). But, if he were convicted of a misdemeanor prior to completing the
deferred, regardless of the punishment, the prosecutor could then file a motion to adjudicate guilt
(“MAG”). See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42A.108. At an MAG hearing, the prosecutor
would only have to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that that defendant violated the terms
of the deferred. See Hacker v. State, 389 S.W.3d 860, 864–65 (Tex. Crim. App. 2013). If the
prosecutor met that lower burden, then the defendant would in essence lose his right to vote in large
part due to a minor offense.
141. See H.R. REP. NO. 93-1508 (1974), as reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N 7401, at 7404.
According to Rule 50(b), ‘[s]cheduling preference must be given to criminal proceedings as far as
practicable.” FED. R. CRIM. P. 50(b).
142. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3161–3174.
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which federal crimes may be charged and tried.143 Specifically, with limited
exceptions, a defendant’s trial must begin within seventy days from the filing
of the information or indictment against the defendant, or from the date of the
defendant’s initial appearance.144 When a defendant is not tried within the
seventy day time limit and timely files a motion to dismiss,145 absent a valid
exception, the court must dismiss the indictment, with or without prejudice.146
The Speedy Trial Act lists eight categories under which a delay is
excluded from the seventy day limit.147 These include delays caused by other
proceedings concerning the defendant,148 deferred prosecution agreed to by
the parties and approved by the court,149 absence or unavailability of the
defendant or essential witness(es),150 mental incompetence or physical
inability to stand trial,151 voluntary dismissal and refiling of charges by the
government,152 joinder for trial with a codefendant where the time limit has
not run and a motion for severance has not been granted,153 the “ends of
justice” outweighing the best interest of the public and the defendant,154 and
obtaining foreign evidence.155 Enforcement of the Speedy Trial Act can be
difficult because all parties tasked with complying with it have several

143. Id.
144. See id. at § 3161(c)(1).
145. See id. at § 3162(a)(2).
146. See id. at § 3162(a)(2).
147. See id. at §§ 3161(h)(1)-(8).
148. See id. at §§ 3161(h)(1)(A)–(H). This exception is further divided into subcategories,
including proceedings related to mental competency or physical capacity, trial for other charges
against the defendant, interlocutory appeal, pretrial motions, transfer to or removal from another
district, transportation to or from another district, or hospitalization, the court’s consideration of plea
agreements, and a proceeding regarding the defendant that is “actually under advisement by the
court.” Id.
149. See id. at § 3161(h)(2). Typically, while defendants’ prosecution is deferred, they are
required to show good conduct to the court to ultimately receive the benefit of this deferral. See,
e.g., Deferred Prosecution Agreement, U.S. v. America Online, Inc. (E.D. Va., Crim. No. 1:04 M
1133),
https://www.justice.gov/archive/dag/cftf/chargingdocs/aolagreement.pdf
[https://perma.cc/L4WP-9KAN]. Good conduct may include paying restitution to victims, testifying
against a codefendant in another proceeding, performing community service, or completing drug and
alcohol rehabilitation. Id. Should defendants show such good conduct, they may have their charges
reduced to lower-level crimes or even dismissed. Id.
150. See 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(3).
151. Id. at § 3161(h)(4).
152. Id. at § 3161(h)(5).
153. Id. at § 3161(h)(6).
154. Id. at § 3161(h)(7).
155. Id. at § 3161(h)(8).
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incentives to disregard or abuse it. Longer delays give prosecutors a greater
chance “to flip a co-defendant into a cooperating witness through a negotiated
plea deal.”156 They provide private defense attorneys with more time to meet
with new clients and make money.157 While public defenders’ earnings are
typically not dependent on clients,158 they—like private defense attorneys—
still benefit from delays when they lead to the government’s inability to
proceed to trial.159 And because trials can be lengthy and taxing on a court’s
staff and resources, judges are also incentivized to grant arguably unnecessary
continuances.160
The feature of the Speedy Trial Act most widely blamed for the cause of
delays in federal trials is the “ends of justice” continuance.161 Professor
Hopwood noted that courts abuse this exception by failing to give its reasons
for granting such continuance on the record, improperly allowing for implicit
findings as the basis for a continuance, granting open-ended continuances, and
putting its findings on the record at a time other than the hearing where the
court granted a continuance.162 Since Speedy Trial Act abuse arises from
prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges alike,163 Professor Hopwood has
made several suggestions for legal academia, prosecutors, defense attorneys,
and judges. He asserts that scholars should conduct empirical studies
evaluating Speedy Trial Act violations by circuit.164 Prosecutors should limit
their own continuance requests and argue on the record for a more serious
evaluation of defense requests from the court.165 Defense attorneys should

156. Shon Hopwood, The Not So Speedy Trial Act, 89 WASH. L. REV. 709, 739 (2014).
157. See Alschuler, supra note 109, at 1181–86 (discussing the practice of some financiallymotivated defense attorneys to seek plea deals even when not in the best interest of their clients). In
my personal experience as a prosecutor, I have handled cases against defense attorneys who
exhibited such motivations.
158. Though if a private attorney is appointed pursuant to the Criminal Justice Act, delays
could add to the overall hours billed for the case. See 18 U.S.C. § 3006A(d) (2012).
159. See, e.g., William Glaberson, Courts in Slow Motion, Aided by the Defense, N.Y. TIMES
(Apr. 14, 2013), https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/15/nyregion/justice-denied-courts-in-slowmotion-aided-by-defense.html [https://perma.cc/NKY8-J2H5] (focusing on a Bronx-based criminal
defense attorney with a history of causing years-long and potentially unethical trial delays).
160. See Hopwood, supra note 156, at 739.
161. See id. at 719–29. “Ends of justice” continuances are continuances that judges grant in
order to promote the just results in court. These continuances are granted in situations where parties
need to obtain counsel, or when counsel needs time in order to effectively represent their client.
162. Id.
163. Id. at 740–43; see also Glaberson, supra note 159.
164. See Hopwood, supra note 156, at 740.
165. See id. at 741.
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gain a better familiarity with the Act and its detrimental consequences on their
clients.166 And courts should make more thorough inquiries of requesting
parties, give greater weight to the public’s speedy trial right and provide
findings contemporaneously to the granting of an ends of justice
continuance.167
iii. Other Causes to the Decreased Trial Rate
A recent study from United States District Judge Robert Conrad and Katy
L. Clements identifies other factors as the source of blame for pre-pandemic
plummeting trial rates.168 Here, District Judge Conrad and Clements contend
decreased trial rates can be tied to three sources: (1) greater incentives to
accept a guilty plea post-United States v. Booker;169 (2) changes in Main
Justice (Department of Justice) polices throughout the George W. Bush,
Obama, and Trump administrations;170 and (3) external factors including
increased trial and litigation costs, the entrenched expectation that a case
should end with a plea, and the efficiency of resolving cases with pleas.171
The authors additionally argue that, to reverse decreasing trial rates,
legislators could enact legislation so that mandatory minimums only applied
to “those crimes that truly constitute the gravest concerns to society[,]”
prosecutors and defense attorneys could make greater efforts to hone their
trial skills, and judges could more greatly promote a trial culture.172
A more recent study by the American Bar Association Commission on the
American Jury indicated other potential reasons for the decline in criminal
jury trials.173 Here, the survey questioned judges, prosecutors, and criminal
defense attorneys on whether litigants, from the perspective of judges, or
clients, from the attorney perspective, preferred to settle over going to trial.174
Each group of respondents indicated agreement with the idea that parties
preferred to settle, though judges noted a much stronger agreement with that

166. See id.
167. See id. at 742–43.
168. See The Honorable Robert J. Conrad & Katy L. Clements, The Vanishing Criminal Jury
Trial: From Trial Judges to Sentencing Judges, 86 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 99 (2018).
169. See id. at 127–36.
170. See id. at 136–49.
171. See id. at 149–57.
172. Id. at 165.
173. See Diamond & Salerno, supra note 118.
174. Id. The survey also asked civil judges and practitioners the same questions. Since those
results are beyond the scope of this Article, they will not be examined here.
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sentiment.175 Respondents were also asked to rank whether, in comparison,
bench or jury trials were more predictable, speedier, more cost-effective, and
fairer.176 While judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys generally agreed at
similar rates that bench trials were more predictable, speedier, and more costeffective than jury trials, their responses regarding fairness was largely
dependent on the group asked.177 Specifically, while all groups stated that
jury trials were fairer than bench trials, over eighty percent of defense
attorneys ranked jury trials as fairer than bench trials, while the percentages
fell to sixty-seven percent for judges and fifty-six percent for prosecutors.178
The fairness rankings also represented each groups’ overall preference for
jury trials over bench trials.
Consistent with the beliefs and recommendations by the Trial Penalty
authors, eighty-five percent of defense attorneys in this study indicated that
mandatory minimums were the cause of a medium to large reduction in
trials.179 Defense attorneys also indicated the strongest belief that sentencing
guidelines, the bail system, racial disparities, and defendant pressure to plead
guilty played a role in reducing trial rates.180 Regarding the source of pressure
to plead guilty, all three groups ranked the defense attorney as the number one
source of such pressure, while judges and prosecutors shifted responsibility to
family members, friends, or each other before accepting responsibility.181 The
authors of the study noted one potential exception where a mandatory
minimum may actually increase the likelihood of a trial: in cases where “the
prosecutor is unwilling to offer a reduced charge that will take a mandatory
minimum off the table, then the defendant may have nothing to lose by going
to trial.”182 Surprisingly, despite all of the issues associated with conducting a
jury trial, “87.7% of criminal [practitioner] respondents expressed agreement
that jury trials were worth the costs associated with them.”183 Interestingly,
the authors did find one area where the law within the state appeared to
impact criminal defense attorneys’ responses. They noted that sixteen states

175. See Diamond & Salerno, supra note 118, at 130.
176. Id. at 141.
177. See id.
178. See id.
179. See id. at 147. Judges and prosecutors also indicated that mandatory minimums played a
role, though at much lower rates. Id.
180. See id. at 148, 155.
181. See id. at 157.
182. Id. at 147.
183. Id. at 160.
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expressly bar judges from involvement in the plea-bargaining process.184
When comparing responses in states where the practice is not allowed to those
where it is, the authors found that the rate at which defense attorneys reported
judicial pressure as a cause of decreased trials was more than double in states
where judges could be involved in the plea-bargaining process.185
iv. Potential Limits of the Proposed Solutions for Increasing Criminal Jury
Trial Rates
It is important to note that some of these solutions may have no impact on
increasing criminal trial rates. For example, with respect to the solutions
proposed by the Trial Penalty authors in both civil and criminal cases, full
discovery may not have a positive impact on the jury trial rate and may even
decrease it.186 Similarly, stricter enforcement of the Speedy Trial Act may
only cause a trial delay to result in a plea of guilt or dismissal on the date of
trial. Of course, even if full discovery makes no net positive impact on the
criminal jury trial rate, or even reduces it, it should at least “accomplish its
goal of ensuring people know their rights and don’t feel pressure to plea[,]”—
a worthy goal regardless of the effect on jury trial rates.187 Ultimately, the
longer a case languishes, the more likely it is that victims and witnesses will
disappear or lose interest, evidence will go missing or be destroyed,188 and
defendants will plead guilty to move on with their life.
IV. PANDEMIC PROPOSALS FOR MAINTAINING OR ENHANCING ACCESS TO
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Jury trial rates in the federal and state criminal justice systems have been
falling for decades.189 The pandemic, however, has brought the criminal jury
right to death’s door, as jurisdictions across the country have seen their trial
rates approach or fall to zero percent.190 The severe decrease in criminal jury
184. See id. at 162.
185. Id. Specifically, the rates were twenty-five percent (prohibited) and fifty-nine percent
(allowed).
186. See Smith & MacQueen, supra note 52, at 33; Beth Fertwig, Will New York’s New
Criminal Justice Laws Lead to More Trials?, GOTHAMIST (Dec. 19, 2019, 9:00 AM),
https://gothamist.com/news/will-new-yorks-new-criminal-justice-laws-lead-to-moretrials[https://perma.cc/U822-9NT8].
187. See supra Part III.B.i.; see also Fertwig, supra note 186.
188. See Hopwood, supra note 156, at 741.
189. See supra Part III.
190. See FULLY INFORMED JURY ASS’N, supra note 52.
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trials amid COVID-19 was hardly surprising. At the beginning of the
pandemic, courts at all levels largely ceased all in-person proceedings,
including criminal jury trials.191 This decision was clearly necessary as a
public health and safety response. Furthermore, courts that refused to enact
these measures placed participants at an unnecessary risk of illness or death.192
As the nation learned more about the virus, several courts attempted to resume
with their schedule of criminal jury trials.193 However, even these carefully
measured plans posed risks; in many cases, participants to these trials
unfortunately contracted the virus.194
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, courts invested significant time
and resources into determining how to continue with criminal proceedings
during the pandemic. The United States Courts established a COVID-19
Judicial Task Force (“Judicial Task Force”) to create guidelines regarding
resumption of federal trials.195 The Judicial Task Force “offered suggestions
about the type and amount of personal protective equipment needed to
accommodate jurors, the public, attorneys, witnesses, and members of the
press; juror travel to and from the courthouse; social-distancing and deepcleaning procedures for courthouse spaces; and seating of jurors and other

191. See Debra Cassens Weiss, A Slew of Federal and State Courts Suspend Trials or Close
For
Coronavirus
Threat,
A.B.A.
J.
(Mar.
18,
2020,
9:45
AM),
https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/a-slew-of-federal-and-state-courts-jump-on-thebandwagon-suspending-trials-for-coronavirus-threat [https://perma.cc/GC8W-P45T].
192. See e.g., Rochelle Olson, First Hennepin County Jury Trial Since Pandemic Results in
Quarantine
for
Judge,
Staff,
STARTRIBUNE.
(June
11,
2020,
5:17
AM),
https://www.startribune.com/first-hennepin-county-jury-trial-since-pandemic-results-in-quarantinefor-judge-and-her-staff/571165002/ [https://perma.cc/3QAQ-QLHF]; Cory Shaffer, An Ohio Judge
Determined to Hold a Trial, a Defendant Removed from the Courtroom with Coronavirus Symptoms
Illustrate Perils of Pandemic-Era Trials, CLEVELAND.COM (May 1, 2020, 9:45 AM),
https://www.cleveland.com/court-justice/2020/05/an-ohio-judge-determined-to-hold-a-trial-adefendant-removed-from-the-courtroom-with-coronavirus-symptoms-illustrate-perils-of-pandemicera-trials.html [https://perma.cc/33U8-C79U].
193. See, e.g., TEX. SUP. CT., MISC. DOCKET NO. 21-9026, THIRTY-SIXTH EMERGENCY
ORDER
REGARDING
THE
COVID-19
STATE
OF
DISASTER
¶¶ 3–5
(2020),
https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1451833/219026.pdf [https://perma.cc/E4SQ-Q67F].
194. See Ryan Davis, EDTX Trial Suspended After Juror, Attorney Get COVID-19, LAW360
(Nov. 12, 2020, 7:48 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/1328361/ed tx-trial-suspended-afterjuror-attorney-get-covid-19 [https://perma.cc/TU52-YSJW].
195. See COVID-19 JUD. TASKFORCE, U.S. CTS., CONDUCTING JURY TRIALS AND CONVENING
GRAND
JURIES
DURING
THE
PANDEMIC
(2020),
https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/combined_jury_trial_post_covid_doc_6.10.20.pdf
[https://perma.cc/B29C-9CUT].
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participants in ways that would mitigate health risks.”196 Importantly, the
Judicial Task Force noted that payment to jurors who serve via video
conference may be barred by the Jury Act.197 It also suggested seeking
consent of the parties to allow for a unanimous verdict from a jury of ten or
fewer members.198 Even with these suggestions, several district courts
throughout the country postponed their scheduled jury trials through most or
all of 2020.199 Some even suspended jury trials indefinitely.200
State court systems and bar organizations created similar task forces. In
Texas, for example, the State Bar of Texas (SBOT) launched a presidential
task force to make recommendations on the reopening of the criminal jury
trial process.201 Much like the Judicial Task Force, SBOT’s recommendations
focused on the health and safety of trial participants, constitutional concerns,
and the potential for allowing witnesses, upon the consent of the parties, to
testify via video conference.202 Approximately five months after the
pandemic began, and with guidance from the Supreme Court of Texas,203
Texas’s Office of Court Administration (OCA) set out to coordinate with
regional presiding judges and local administrative judges across the state to
help courts conduct a limited number of criminal jury trials.204 In total, the
OCA approved eighty-five requests to conduct jury trials amid the pandemic
and eventually conducted twenty of them (including one that was conducted
by video conference), and their report revealed useful information about the

196. See Court Operations and Pandemic Response—Annual Report 2020, U.S. CTS.,
https://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports/court-operations-and-pandemic-response-annual-report2020 [https://perma.cc/GTR7-HYMR].
197. See COVID-19 JUD. TASKFORCE, supra note 195, at 9. The Judicial Task Force’s concern
for payment likely stems from the language of the Jury Act, which states that jurors will be paid “for
actual attendance at the place of trial[,]” but also states that jury duty is performed when a juror is
“in attendance at court[.]” See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1871, 1877 (emphasis added).
198. See COVID-19 JUD. TASKFORCE supra note 195, at 15 (citing FED. R. CRIM. P. 23(b)).
199. See BARRY J. MCMILLION, FEDERAL JURY TRIALS AND COVID-19, CONG. RSCH. SERV.,
(2020).
200. See FULLY INFORMED JURY ASS’N, supra note 52.
201. See STATE BAR OF TEX. PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE, INTERIM RECOMMENDATIONS AS
OF 8.26.20 (2020), https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iN22YB0ovwsCUjwbQz5vpcZZ28YslTPb/view
[https://perma.cc/96NS-ZLHG].
202. Id.
203. See TEX. SUP. CT., MISC. DOCKET NO. 20-9080, EIGHTEENTH EMERGENCY ORDER
REGARDING
THE
COVID-19
STATE
OF
DISASTER
¶¶ 7–9
(2020),
https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1448109/209080.pdf [https://perma.cc/86NN-JL6F].
204. Id. ¶¶ 4, 8–10.
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expanded use and acceptance of remote proceedings.205 And as of April 5,
2021, Texas courts had conducted approximately 1.2 million remote
hearings.206 After investigating concerns relating to the continuation of the
traditional jury trial setup, courts have chosen to resume access to criminal
jury trials in three general formats: (1) in person and socially distanced, (2)
jury trials by video conference, and (3) hybrid in-person/video conference.207
A. Pandemic Proposals, Observed Best Practices, and Opinions from the
Profession
i. In Person and Socially Distanced
Over the course of the pandemic, several courts resumed in-person trial
proceedings in compliance with many socially distanced health guidelines,
thanks to a useful precedent for such action.208 In 1918, while enduring the
Spanish Flu, some courts in the United States held hearings outdoors to allow
for social distancing and ventilation.209 As outlined by Professor Anna Offit,
in-person trials during the pandemic should be socially distanced, employ
staggered juror arrival times to minimize or avoid overcrowding, and alter
juror seating arrangements such that jurors can remain socially distanced
within the confines of the courtroom.210
Courts throughout the country began implementing many of these
suggestions. As courts became more accustomed to operating under
pandemic conditions, they also amended their requirements and
suggestions.211 Harris County, Texas, for example, has largely proceeded
205. See OFF. CT. ADMIN., JURY TRIALS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: OBSERVATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS 8–11 (2020), https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1449880/jury-trials-duringcovid-19.pdf [https://perma.cc/J6VX-U6TB].
206. See TEX. JUD. COUNCIL, supra note 32.
207. See TEX. SUP. CT., supra note 203, ¶¶ 4–7; Prior to the pandemic, many jurisdictions have
allowed for the use of video conference technology in criminal proceedings dating as far back as the
1970s. See Jenia Turner, Remote Criminal Justice, 53 TEX. TECH. L. REV. 197 (2021).
208. See Michael Waters, Video-Chat Juries and the Future of Criminal Justice, WIRED (May
21, 2020, 12:33 PM), https://www.wired.com/story/video-chat-juries-and-the-future-of-criminaljustice/ [https://perma.cc/6Z2K-VWXD].
209. Id.
210. See Anna Offit, It’s Time to Build a Pandemic-Proof, Juror-Friendly Trial, THE HILL
(May 15, 2020, 6:30 PM), https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/498035-its-time-to-build-a-pandemicproof-juror-friendly-trial [https://perma.cc/HF8R-9FFE].
211. See Court Coronavirus Information, TEX. JUD. BRANCH, https://www.txcourts.gov/courtcoronavirus-information/emergency-orders/ [https://perma.cc/246F-82V8] (As of December 31,
2021, the Supreme Court of Texas has issued forty-five emergency orders that encourage or require
types of court proceedings in effort to comply with health and safety measures during the pandemic.).
AND
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with an in-person and socially distanced “NRG Plan.”212 Pursuant to this
plan, jury selection occurs at NRG Arena, a 10,000-person capacity venue in
Houston, Texas.213 Potential jurors must wear masks and have their
temperatures checked prior to entering, and those selected as jurors are then
screened for symptoms.214 Harris County even provides hand sanitizer.215
Across the nation, other plans involved hiring an epidemiologist to oversee
the reopening, mandating witnesses to wear transparent masks, and requiring
prosecutors or jurors to wear face shields.216
ii. Trials by Video Conference
On a more limited scale, courts also began to conduct jury trials solely by
video conference.217 Under this format, all parties appear from the comfort of
their own home, office, or other location.218 They can log in through their
computers, phones, tablets, or other devices. Jurors and witnesses are sworn

212. See Robert Arnold, Harris County Continues to Grapple with a Huge Backlog of Criminal
Cases,
CLICK2HOUSTON
(July
1,
2020,
11:02
PM),
https://www.click2houston.com/news/investigates/2020/07/02/harris-county-continues-to-grapplewith-a-huge-backlog-of-criminal-cases/ [https://perma.cc/ZA3C-4R7V].
213. See id.
214. See id. Despite many complaints regarding masks, “legal scholar Julia Simon-Kerr argues
that masking in court could aid the search for truth by freeing people from trying to interpret others’
demeanor.” Scigliano, supra note 31.
215. See Arnold, supra note 212.
216. See Erika Bolstad, Jury Trials Begin Again, Carefully, PEW TRS. (May 29, 2020),
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2020/05/29/jury-trials-beginagain-carefully [https://perma.cc/6EW6-FMPQ]; Maria Dinzeo, Judge Orders Transparent Masks
for Witnesses in Criminal Trial, COURTHOUSE NEWS SERV. (July 16, 2020),
https://www.courthousenews.com/judge-orders-transparent-masks-for-witnesses-in-criminal-trial/
[https://perma.cc/Y6FQ-PJFK]; Chris Williams, Orange County Prosecutors Required to Wear Face
Shields,
SPECTRUM
NEWS
(June
16,
2020,
2:01
PM),
https://spectrumlocalnews.com/tx/austin/news/2020/06/16/orange-county-prosecutors-required-towear-face-shields- [https://perma.cc/2K65-APZZ]; Angela Morris, Jury Trials Are Back in Texas.
Here’s
What
You
Should
Know,
LAW.COM
(June
8,
2020,
3:39
PM),
https://www.law.com/texaslawyer/2020/06/08/jury-trials-are-back-in-texas-heres-what-you-shouldknow/ [https://perma.cc/F5HE-YHV9].
217. See, e.g., Frank Miles, Texas Court Holds Jury Trial in Traffic Crime Case Over Zoom,
FOX NEWS (Aug. 11, 2020), https://www.foxnews.com/us/texas-court-jury-trial-traffic-crime-casezoom [https://perma.cc/6KHB-BAXG]; Justin Jouvenal, Justice by Zoom: Frozen video, a cat – and
finally a verdict, WASH. POST (Aug. 12, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legalissues/justice-by-zoom-frozen-video-a-cat--and-finally-a-verdict/2020/08/12/3e073c56-dbd3-11ea8051-d5f887d73381_story.html [https://perma.cc/75BU-SCN8].
218. See Miles, supra note 217; Jouvenal, supra note 217.
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in over video conference.219 Evidence is published via a share-screen
feature.220 At the conclusion of the trial, jurors are sent to a “breakout room”
to deliberate.221
To broaden the scale of criminal jury trials by video conference and to
make such proceedings a permanent feature of their criminal justice system,
the Texas State Legislature passed legislation—H.B. 3774—to amend their
government code.222 Importantly, the new law allows “a judge, party,
attorney, witness, court reporter, juror, or any other individual to participate in
a remote proceeding, including a deposition, hearing, trial, or other
proceeding.”223 Accordingly, a criminal jury trial in Texas appears to allow
for a jury composed of some jurors who appear in person and others who
appear by video conference.224
The purpose of such legislation is clear. As of May 24, 2021, there are
approximately 50,000 additional felony cases pending in Texas than there
were on March 1, 2020.225 The OCA anticipates that without additional
funding from the Texas Legislature, the case backlog created by the pandemic
“will take us anywhere from three to five years to dig out[.]”226 The OCA has
asked for $6.7 million to reduce the time needed to reduce the backlog to one
year.227 As initially drafted, the legislation would allow for remote jury trials
where (1) the court determined it was appropriate, and (2) it is not limited by
the United States or Texas Constitutions.228 However, prior to passing the
bill, H.B. 3774 was updated to also require, under Section 21.013 of the Texas
Government Code, that the court provide adequate notice of the remote
219. See Waters, supra note 208.
220. Id.
221. Id.
222. See H.B. 3774, 97th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2021). Virtual court legislation was added to
H.B 3774 after originally being part of H.B. 3611, 97th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2021), and S.B. 690,
87th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2021). On October 5, 2021, California similarly passed legislation
requiring (1) in-person public access even where remote access is available and (2) remote access
when a courthouse is physically closed. See A.B. 716, 2021–2022 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2021).
223. See H.B. 3611, 97th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2021) (emphasis added).
224. Id.
225. See Paul Stinson & Joyce E. Cutler, Texas Court Backlog Could Last Five Years Without
More Funding, US LAW WEEK (May 24, 2021, 3:46 PM), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-lawweek/texas-court-backlog-could-last-five-years-without-morefunding?fbclid=IwAR03d2QvMaSHmgpu5rf58cLEvBeQI49QFclFpPEwqdijg9Wzoz00MfLHBiw
[https://perma.cc/N7F2-WY5H]. Florida officials believe their backlog is up to 1 million cases. Id.
226. Id.
227. See id.
228. See H.B. 3611, § 21.013(a).
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proceeding, allow parties to object to such proceeding by written motion, and
provide participation methods for those unable to participate remotely.229 In
the Bill Analysis for the House and Senate bills, the authors stated that the
purpose of this bill was to increase the “accessibility and efficiency” of the
criminal justice system after the pandemic ends, while noting decreased costs
to the parties and clarifying that remote proceedings would not “fully replace”
in-person proceedings.230
iii. Hybrid Jury Trials
Other courts have tested jury trials that employ features from both of the
aforementioned options. In New Jersey, for example, their state courts began
to conduct jury trials where jury selection was completed by video
conference, while the remainder of the trial was completed in person and
socially distanced.231 One criminal court in Harris County, Texas conducted
another type of hybrid jury trial over the objection of counsel.232 In that trial,
the defense attorneys attempted to withdraw as counsel for ethical reasons,
and when the trial court denied that application, they filed a petition for a writ
of mandamus with the court of appeals to stay the proceedings.233 When that
petition was denied, they ultimately “chose” to conduct the trial and, along
with their client, were the only parties to appear virtually.234
B. Observations of Potential Best Practices for Criminal Jury Trials by Video
Conference
Many organizations have taken steps to determine how to use the lessons
learned from the pandemic to permanently reform the criminal justice system.
In addition to federal and state governments, scholars have also recently
229. See id. at § 21.013(c)(1)–(2).
230. See id.; JUD. & CIV. JURIS. COMM. REP., BILL ANALYSIS FOR H.B. 3611 (2021);
ZAFFIRINI STATE AFFAIRS, SENATE RSCH. CTR., BILL ANALYSIS: S.B. 690 (Apr. 21, 2021).
231. See Glenn A. Grant, New Jersey Judiciary’s First Socially Distanced Trials to Begin, N.J.
CTS.
(Sept.
29,
2020),
https://njcourts.gov/pressrel/2020/pr092920a.pdf?c=jXM
[https://perma.cc/8JU2-DNJZ]. New Jersey also moved its grand jury proceedings to a virtual
format. The constitutionality of the grand jury practice was recently questioned, and the Supreme
Court of New Jersey found that the practice did not violate the accused’s fair cross-section right or
equal protection rights. State v. Vega-Larregui, 248 A.3d 1224, 1243–44 (N.J. 2021).
232. See Brent Mayr & Sierra Tabone, Blinded Justice: Lessons Learned from Trying a Case
via
Zoom,
VOICE
FOR
THE
DEFENSE
ONLINE
(Jan
26,
2021),
https://www.voiceforthedefenseonline.com/blinded-justice-lessons-learned-from-trying-a-case-viazoom/ [https://perma.cc/2QQM-L76Q].
233. Id.
234. Id.
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proposed several potential reform measures. For example, Christopher T.
Robertson and Michael Shammas have argued that such reform measures
should take into consideration “the benefit of modern science and technology”
and recommended six solutions that could “increas[e] citizen engagement;
better foster[] civic education and democratic deliberation; improv[e]
accuracy in sorting truth from falsehood; and enhanc[e] efficiency in terms of
both time and cost.”235 Based on their analysis, they recommended the follow
six reforms: (1) larger juries without peremptory challenges, (2) asynchronous
video presentation, (3) shorter, edited trials, (4) breaking limitations for time
and place, (5) a national jury pool for national civil cases, and (6) voteaggregation without deliberation.236
In the realm of virtual mock trials, the Texas Young Lawyers Association
(TYLA) partnered with Professor Justin Bernstein of the UCLA School of
Law and Professor A.J. Bellido de Luna of the St. Mary’s University School
of Law to administer the 2021 National Trial Competition (NTC), which
consisted of fifteen regional competitions and one national competition
involving over 140 law schools and 1,000 law students per year.237 As the
Co-Chair of the NTC Committee, this author and his TYLA committee
worked with Bernstein and Bellido de Luna to administer approximately 600
virtual jury trials where advocates, witnesses, and judges/jurors all appeared
remotely.238 Over the course of administering these trials, it was found that
Zoom and other video conference platforms are a great medium for
administering virtual advocacy competitions.239 Zoom offered three methods
for conducting these competitions. These included (1) one Zoom meeting
with a breakout room for each individual trial, (2) a separate Zoom meeting
for each individual trial, and (3) Zoom Webinar rooms.240 The NTC

235. Christopher Robertson & Michael Shammas, The Jury Trial Reinvented, TEXAS A&M L.
REV. (forthcoming 2021) (on file with author).
236. See id. (manuscript at 126–153).
237. See National Trial Competition, ST. BAR TEX.: TEX. YOUNG LAWS. ASS’N,
https://tyla.org/ntc/ (last updated Apr. 2020). [https://perma.cc/9TLK-RV75].
238. TEX. YOUNG LAWS. ASS’N, REGIONAL HOST HANDBOOK: VIRTUAL REGIONAL
COMPETITION
2020–2021
https://26i1x33zddmb2ub5ei1n3bec-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/01/NTC-Regional-Host-Handbook-2020-2021-FINAL.pdf
[https://perma.cc/S8GS-6YJF].
239. Id.
240. See id.
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employed all three options during regionals and nationals and found costs and
benefits to all three.241
i. One Zoom Meeting with a Breakout Room for Each Individual Trial
During the NTC, this option benefited from its simplistic approach. When
using this option, only a single link was needed for all advocates, judges, and
witnesses to use.242 Once they joined the room from this link, the host could
then move them into individual breakout rooms for their trial (though this
became easier when Zoom allowed users to join breakout rooms on their
own).243 In terms of costs, it was not possible to live stream with this option,
and if too many people were in the room or breakout rooms, the system could
be slowed or ultimately crash.244 Furthermore, one person was required to
oversee all the trials simultaneously—a particularly difficult task in larger
tournaments.245
ii. Separate Zoom Meeting for Each Individual Trial
When utilizing a separate room for each trial, one person only had to
oversee a single trial, so each trial was easier to administer. The NTC was
also able to live stream trials under this option.246 Additionally, each trial had
its own unique link, which was helpful to NTC participants because they only
needed to click on one link to be directed to the room in which their trial
would occur. While this was beneficial during the trial, it increased
administrative costs pre-tournament since separate links for each trial had to
be created.247

241. See id. The lessons from NTC have some important limitations regarding potential
application to real virtual criminal trials. Most notably, the rules of NTC require that jurors provide
scores without deliberating with other jurors, and they are explicitly instructed to determine scores on
the quality of the advocacy and not the weight of the facts and evidence. As such, our experience
with Zoom cannot be used to measure the effectiveness of virtual juror deliberation.
242. See id.
243. See id.
244. The information reflected in this sentence is derived from my personal experience as CoChair of the NTC, including many conversations with Professor Bernstein and Professor Bellido de
Luna.
245. Supra text accompanying note 244.
246. Supra text accompanying note 244.
247. Supra text accompanying note 244.
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iii. Zoom Webinar Rooms
With webinar rooms, NTC administrators were able to control which
participants could appear on screen and use audio and video functions, and
which could only observe.248 This greatly limited the ability of someone to
“Zoom bomb” a trial and allowed spectators to observe without risk of being
seen or heard by judges.249 Large numbers of observers were able to view
each round without worrying about crashing the system or being required to
live stream the trial. Despite all of these benefits, webinar rooms were the
most financially costly.
C. Opinions from Trial Attorneys
To get a more complete understanding of practitioner interest and feelings
toward the use of remote criminal proceedings, Professor Jenia Turner
conducted a comprehensive survey during the pandemic from state and
federal prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges within Texas, specifically
asking about their experiences with remote proceedings both before and
during the pandemic.250
Notably, a majority of all groups of respondents agreed that virtual
criminal proceedings saved time and resources for the parties, that such
proceedings helped lead to quicker resolutions of cases, and that they
enhanced public access to the proceedings.251 However, a majority of all
groups of respondents also believed that it was more difficult to present their
cases via virtual proceedings, while a majority of defense attorneys believed
such proceedings interfered with attorney-client confidentiality and led to
invalid pleas and worse overall case outcomes.252 Despite these mixed results,
majorities of judges and prosecutors, and a large minority of defense
attorneys, indicated they would be in favor of continuing to use remote
criminal proceedings after the pandemic fully subsided.253
248. Supra text accompanying note 244.
249. A “Zoom bomb” is typically a prank where someone obtains the ID number to a Zoom
meeting that they were not invited to, joins the group, and causes a disruption to the meeting. See
Porterfield, infra note 317.
250. See Turner, supra note 207, at 231–265. While Professor Turner acknowledges the
survey sample is nonrepresentative since “participants were not randomly chosen but rather selfselected[,]” Turner’s findings are nevertheless vital to understanding how, if at all, virtual criminal
proceedings can be done in a fair and constitutional manner. See id. at 233.
251. See id. at 239, 243, 246.
252. See id. at 252, 253, 256, 258.
253. See id. at 259. Importantly, some noted an unconditional opposition to remote criminal
jury trials. Id. at 262. An earlier poll performed by the Harris County judiciary revealed similar
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V. CONSTITUTIONAL RECKONING AND PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE
CONSTITUTION
A. Constitutional, Statutory, and Other Problems with Pandemic Proposals
i. In Person and Socially Distanced
In-person and socially distanced criminal jury trials are most likely to
impact a defendant’s confrontation right,254 their public trial right, their right
to a fair and impartial jury, right to counsel, speedy trial rights, and right to
effective assistance of counsel. Regarding the confrontation right, which
remains governed by prior decisions in Craig255 and Gigante,256 defendants
and defense attorneys have largely complained that when witnesses wear
masks or are separated by a plexiglass divider, they are unable to

sentiments regarding the use of Zoom for a jury trial. See Angela Morris, Most Houston Lawyers
Don’t Want Jury Trials Back Before Fall, Survey Says, LAW.COM (June 1, 2020, 3:34 AM),
https://www.law.com/texaslawyer/2020/06/01/most-houston-lawyers-dont-want-jury-trials-backbefore-fall-survey-says/?slreturn=20210428172254 [https://perma.cc/NB49-SAU7].
254. Some defendants have also argued that the confrontation right should extend to pretrial
hearings as well. In Gonzalez-McFarlane, the defendant argued that “her Sixth Amendment right to
confront her accuser will be violated if the Government witness testifies at her [pretrial] suppression
hearing.” United States v. Gonzalez-McFarlane, No. 3:19-CR-0056, 2020 WL 6262968, at *2
(D.V.I. Oct. 24, 2020). There the district court noted held “the right to confrontation is a trial right,
designed to prevent improper restrictions on the types of questions that defense counsel may ask
during cross-examination.” Id. (quoting Pennsylvania v. Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 52–53 (1987)
(emphasis omitted)). In U.S. v. Lattimore, while the district court similarly ruled that the
confrontation right was a trial right, it specifically noted that “there are several colorable arguments
that the Confrontation Clause does apply at a pre-trial suppression hearing.” U.S. v. Lattimore, No.
20-123, 2021 WL 860234, at *3–4 (D.D.C. Mar. 8, 2021) (noting that the plain text of the Sixth
Amendment does not exclusively limit the confrontation right to trial and that the suppression
hearing is “undoubtedly a critical part of a criminal prosecution[]” where the confrontation right
rationally could attach). The district court ultimately held that this right did not apply pretrial based
on Supreme Court precedent.
255. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990); supra text accompanying note 72.
256. United States v. Gigante, 166 F.3d 75, 81 (2d Cir. 1999) (holding that “[u]pon a finding of
exceptional circumstances, . . . a trial court may allow a witness to testify via two-way closed-circuit
television when this furthers the interest of justice.”). Defendants continue to question the
constitutionality of Craig and Gigante amid the pandemic. In Akhaven, the defendant argued that
Gigante was no longer good law “because it conflicts with the Supreme Court’s 2004 opinion in
Crawford v. Washington[.]” United States v. Akhaven, No. 20-CR-188, 2021 WL 797806 at *9
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 1, 2021). Because the Supreme Court was silent regarding Craig when it issued its
decision in Crawford, the district court declined to follow the defendant’s reasoning.
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constitutionally confront witnesses.257 In Petit, for example, the defendant
argued that witness testimony from behind a plexiglass encasement interfered
with his ability to observe the witness and thus violated his confrontation
right.258 There, the district court found “that the plexiglass encasement, and
any attendant glares resulting therefrom, poses, at most, a minimal threat to
the jurors’ opportunity to assess the credibility of witnesses in this trial.”259 In
In re Justice and in reliance on Craig, the “military judge found the wearing
of masks was necessary to further the important public policy of ‘ensuring the
health and safety of all proceeding participants amidst a unique global
pandemic.’”260
Regarding public trial rights, defendants have a legitimate concern that the
public will not attend out of fear of contracting COVID. 261 The defendant in
Trimarco argued that, because elderly or those with preexisting health
conditions, including his seventy-nine year old father, would be unwilling to
attend a trial in person out of fear of contracting COVID, such fact violated
his right to a public trial.262 There, the district court complied with the
Supreme Court’s Waller test and found that the “partial closure” created by
the Eastern District of New York’s COVID-19 protocols did not violate the
defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights.263 In the neighboring Southern District,
the district court in Donziger found that their COVID protocols were a
“constitutionally permissible” partial closure.264
With respect to a defendant’s right to a fair and impartial jury, data
suggests that pandemic jurors are more likely to be white and more

257. See United States v. Petit, 496 F. Supp. 3d 825, 829 (S.D.N.Y. 2020); Lattimore, 2021
WL 860234, at *2; Gonzalez-McFarlane, 2020 WL 6262968 at *1–2; Akhaven, 2021 WL 797806 at
*10; In re Justice, No. 2021-01, 2021 WL 920176 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 10, 2021).
258. See Petit, 496 F. Supp. 3d at 828–29.
259. Id. at 829. This result is should not be surprising given the Ninth Circuit’s previous
decision in de Jesus-Casteneda that confidential informants may testify in a mask without violating
the defendant’s confrontation right. See United States v. de Jesus-Casteneda, 705 F.3d 1117, 1120
(9th Cir. 2013).
260. In re Justice, 2021 WL 920176, at *3.
261. See Petit, 496 F. Supp. 3d at 829; United States v. Chu, Crim. No. 19-CR-0678, 2021 WL
879905 (D.N.J. Mar. 9, 2021); Lattimore, 2021 WL 860234, at *7; United States v. Trimarco, No.
17-CR-583, 2020 WL 5211051 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 1, 2020); United States v. Donziger, 19-CR-561,
2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 148029, at *10–11 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 17, 2020).
262. See Trimarco, 2020 WL 5211051, at *2.
263. See id. at *4.
264. See Donziger, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 148029, at *11.
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conservative—two traits that typically help prosecutors.265 Here, however,
courts would need to determine whether such in-person and socially distanced
trials were systematically excluding jurors of a specific gender, race, or
ethnicity, to hold that they were violative of this Sixth Amendment right.266
Criminal defense lawyers have also raised concerns regarding the defendant’s
right to a fair and impartial jury. For example, the Harris County Criminal
Lawyers Association (HCCLA), the largest local criminal defense bar in the
United States, has argued that no criminal jury trial that employed social
distancing standards during the pandemic could be fair to any of the parties.267
Specifically:
Even if a proper venire panel could be assembled, the NRG
Plan makes jury selection impossible. Social distancing
which must be maintained between each individual venire
member will mathematically require panels to be so spread
out neither a judge, a prosecutor, nor a defense attorney can
adequately canvass the area while asking questions in the
manner required to select a fair and impartial jury.
Furthermore, the NRG Plan for face masks and/or shields
required of venire members will make it virtually impossible
to hear answers to questions or judge facial expressions in
response to those questions. The idea of a Constitutionally
guaranteed fair and impartial jury with due process of law
under these circumstances is completely absurd.268
Nationally, this sentiment is the same. The National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) has stated that resumption of jury trials
during the pandemic would be “reckless and irresponsible.”269 In June of

265. See Mark Curriden, Harris County Juries Projected to be Whiter, More Conservative as
Pandemic
Persists,
HOUSTON
CHRON.
(July
3,
2020,
5:49
PM),
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/business/article/harris-county-jury-white-male-conservativecovid-15380341.php [https://perma.cc/592R-PA6W].
266. See Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 531 (1975) (holding that the Sixth Amendment
requires a jury to be drawn from a fair cross-section of the community in a federal case); see also
Duren v. Missouri, 439 U.S 357, 370 (1979) (holding that the fair-cross section requirement applies
to state cases).
267. Letter from Mark Thiessen, President, Harris Cnty. Crim. Laws. Ass’n to J. Lina Hidalgo,
Harris Cnty. & the Cmm’rs of the Ct. (July 12, 2020), https://hccla.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/CommCt-7-12-20.pdf [https://perma.cc/7MKE-PLF4].
268. Id.
269. Debra Cassens Weiss, Resuming Criminal Jury Trials Would be ‘Reckless and
Irresponsible,’ NACDL Says Regarding COVID-19, A.B.A. J. (June 5, 2020, 12:31 PM),
https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/resuming-criminal-jury-trials-would-be-reckless-andirresponsible-nacdl-says [https://perma.cc/25QJ-JLKS].
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2020, the NACDL released a report regarding measures that should be
required in order to reopen courtrooms for jury trials.270 In their report, the
NACDL urged that when the courts did reopen, such reopening should be
safe, constitutional, and not increase historical harms within the criminal
justice system.271 Additionally, some scholars have suggested that an
alternative to virtual proceedings would be to dismiss charges against the
accused.272
The pandemic has also shown the inherent weakness of the defendant’s
speedy trial rights under the Sixth Amendment and Speedy Trial Act.273
Several courts have found that delays caused by COVID did not violate this
right on either constitutional or statutory grounds. They specifically found
270. See Nat’l Found. for Crim. Just., CRIMINAL COURT REOPENING AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN
COVID-19 ERA
(2020),
https://nacdl.org/getattachment/56802001-1bb9-4edd-814dc8d5c41346f3/criminal-court-reopening-and-public-health-in-the-covid-19-era.pdf
[https://perma.cc/8RWR-FS2Q].
271. See id.
272. See, e.g., Deniz Ariturk, William E. Crozier & Brandon L. Garrett, Virtual Criminal
Courts, 2020 U. CHI. L. REV. ONLINE 57 (2021). Interestingly, recent data supports this position on
the misdemeanor level, at least as it relates to nonviolent offenses. See Amanda Y. Agan, Jennifer L.
Doleac & Anna Harvey, Misdemeanor Prosecution 2 (NAT’L BUREAU ECON. RSCH., Working Paper
No. 28600, 2021) (finding that “nonprosecution of a nonviolent misdemeanor offense leads to large
reductions in the likelihood of a new criminal complaint over the next two years.”).
273. See United States v. Gonzalez-McFarlane, No. 3:19-CR-0056, 2020 WL 6262968, at *2
(D.V.I. Oct. 24, 2020); United States v. Chu, Crim. No. 19-CR-0678, 2021 WL 879905, *5 (D.N.J.
Mar. 9, 2021); Dillon v. Wolf, No. 20-CV-479, 2020 WL 3316006 (S.D. Ill. June 18, 2020); Grady v.
Franke, No. 20-CV-01372, 2021 WL 638859 (S.D. Ill. Jan 4, 2021); United States v. Kent, Civil
Action No. 4:14-CR-00039, 2021 WL 222699 (N.D. Ga. Jan. 22, 2021); Haskell v. Cuomo, No. 20CV-3965, 2021 WL 861802 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 8, 2021); Delaware v. Lacy, No. 1908020399, 2021 WL
1063402 (Del. Super. Ct. Mar. 15, 2021); United States v. Elliott, No. 3:19-CR-00112, 2021 WL
416158 (D. Alaska Feb. 5, 2021); United States v. Doran, No. 2:14-CR-00684, 2021 WL 413520
(C.D. Cal. Jan. 29, 2021); United States v. Pair, No. 3:20cr3, 2021 WL 772235 (E.D. Va. Feb. 26,
2021); United States v. Henning, No. SACR 16-00029-CJC-7, 2021 WL 222355 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 19,
2021); United States. v. Olsen, 467 F. Supp. 3d 892 (C.D. Cal. 2020) (denying government’s ex parte
motion for continuance and requesting the chief judge of his district to direct the jury department to
summon jurors), rev’d, 494 F. Supp. 3d 722 (C.D. Cal. 2020) (dismissing case with prejudice on
Speedy Trial Act grounds), rev'd, 995 F.3d 683, 691 (9th Cir. 2021) (reversing the district court’s
dismissal with prejudice because “[n]othing in the Speedy Trial Act limits district courts to granting
ends of justice continuances only when holding jury trials is impossible.”); United States v. Briggs,
471 F. Supp. 3d 634 (E.D. Penn. 2020); United States v. Green, No. 4:20CR1, 2020 WL 6561278
(E.D. Va. Nov. 9, 2020). In Haskell, however, the plaintiff in a § 1983 case claimed his speedy trial
right was violated pursuant to New York Criminal Procedure Law Section 30.30. Haskell, 2021 WL
861802. While this statute is New York’s speedy trial statute, the court dismissed the plaintiff’s
claim because “the history of [§ 30.30’s] adoption makes it evident that it addresses only the problem
of prosecutorial readiness, and is not a speedy trial statute in the constitutional sense.” Haskell, 2021
WL 861802, at *4 (internal citations omitted).
THE
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that these delays of five months,274 fourteen months,275 fifteen months,276 or
twenty months,277 did not run afoul of the Barker factors or, alternatively,
were proper to serve the “ends of justice.”278
Several cases during the pandemic have also involved questions regarding
the accused’s right to counsel or effective assistance of counsel. However, in
Landji, the district court found that the thirty-day suspension of legal visits for
in-custody defendants did not violate their right to counsel.279 And in Petit,
the district court held that limiting counsel’s table to three seats did not violate
the accused’s right to effective assistance of counsel.280 In-person and
socially distanced criminal jury trials raised a host of logistical issues. For
example, continuing in-person trials during the pandemic could incentive
attorneys to use a COVID diagnosis to tactically delay a proceeding.281
Perhaps most importantly, jurors have stated a desire to not perform their
civic duty largely due to valid concerns for their personal health and safety.282
One way to reflect the criminal justice system’s appreciation for jurors taking

274. See Briggs, 471 F. Supp. 3d at 639.
275. See Pair, 2021 WL 772235, at *4.
276. See Elliott, 2021 WL 416158, at *2; Doran, 2021 WL 413520, at *6.
277. See Lacy, 2021 WL 1063402, at *3.
278. See Briggs, 471 F. Supp. 3d at 639; Doran, 2021 WL 413520, at *6; Barker v. Wingo,
407 U.S. 514, 530 (1972): Pair, 2021 WL 772235, at *4; Elliott, 2021 WL 416158, at *2; Lacy, 2021
WL 1063402, at *3. But see Henning, 2021 WL 222355, at *6; Olsen, 494 F. Supp. 3d at 727. In
these cases, United States District Judge Cormac J. Carney, who during the pandemic has twice ruled
that an “ends of justice” continuance was inappropriate and dismissed criminal indictments with
prejudice. Henning, 2021 WL 222355, at *6; Olsen, 494 F. Supp. 3d at 727. In both Henning and
Olsen, District Judge Carney held that continuances under the “ends of justice” are only appropriate
where it would be impossible to hold the trial without a continuance. Henning, 2021 WL 222355, at
*6 (citing 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(7)(B)(i)) (emphasis in original)); Olsen, 494 F. Supp. 3d at 727.
District Judge Carney also took issue with the Central District’s General Order to continue all jury
trials and found it inapplicable to his decision to dismiss because the General Order was for an
indefinite period of time and made no case-specific factual findings. Olsen, 494 F. Supp. 3d at 729–
730; Henning 2021 WL 222355, at *8. Finally, District Judge Carney noted the apparent hypocrisy
of his neighboring state court conducting jury trials as his federal district continued them indefinitely.
Henning, 2021 WL 222355, at *1; Olsen, 494 F. Supp. 3d at 727. Despite Judge Carney’s concerns,
the Ninth Circuit nevertheless reversed his dismissal with prejudice. Olsen, 995 F.3d at 695.
279. U.S. v. Landji, 2020 WL 1674070 at *6 (S.D.N.Y Apr. 5, 2020).
280. United States v. Petit, 496 F. Supp. 3d 825, 828 (S.D.N.Y. 2020)
281. See, e.g., Joe Patrice, Lawyer Exposed to COVID Shows Up to Court, (Aug. 10, 2020,
11:18
AM),
https://abovethelaw.com/2020/08/lawyer-exposed-to-covid-shows-up-to-court/
[https://perma.cc/Y9BJ-YNXE].
282. See Curriden, supra note 265; see also Melanie D. Wilson, The Pandemic Juror, 77
WASH. & LEE L. REV. 102 (2020) (discussing the ways in which the criminal justice system often
takes advantage of potential jurors during jury selection.).
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on this increased burden would be to provide them with greater pay for their
service. While the data in this field is limited, at least one county that was
asked to increase juror pay during the pandemic declined to do so.283
ii. Trial by Video Conference
As outlined by Professor Turner, many pretrial criminal hearings can be
conducted remotely, even without the defendant’s consent, where the state has
a “compelling interest in protecting public health and speedy trial trials.”284
Turner further posits that for criminal trials, the “defendant’s consent is even
more clearly required . . . because of the strictures of the Confrontation Clause
and the greater likelihood that the video format would affect the fairness of
the proceedings, the ability of counsel to offer effective assistance, and the
fairness and impartiality of the jury.”285 Additionally, even if the defendant
consented to a completely virtual jury trial for the purpose of exercising his
speedy trial right, such exercise may come at the expense of both his Sixth
Amendment confrontation right and right to a fair and impartial jury.
The current state of remote jury trial technology may violate defendants’
right to counsel, including where technological limitations impact their ability
to have private communications with counsel at trial.286 For example, in a
2010 study from the National Center for State Courts, the author found that
“[o]f the 111 videoconferencing programs observed, 41 (36.94%) have no
provisions for private communications between attorney and client.”287 Thus,
in these courts, should this technological issue allow the government to have

283. See, e.g., Schaeffer Edwards, Commissioners Court Nixes Juror Pay Bump In Harris
County, Asking For More Research, HOUSTON PRESS (Mar. 31, 2021, 10:36 AM),
https://www.houstonpress.com/news/commissioners-court-punts-on-harris-county-jury-pay-increasefor-now-11550593 [https://perma.cc/Z53H-XSLZ].
284. See Turner, supra note 207, at 227. Prior to the pandemic, the defendant’s presence was
required at his plea pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 43 even where he consented to
appear by video conference. See United States v. Bethea, 888 F.3d 864, 867 (7th Cir. 2018). During
the pandemic, however, Congress enacted the CARES Act, which allowed federal judges to conduct
hearings for felony plea and sentencing by video or teleconference if the accused consented upon
consulting with counsel and “the district judge in a particular case finds for specific reasons that the
plea or sentencing in that case cannot be further delayed without serious harm to the interests of
justice.” Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Pub. L. No. 116-136,
§§ 15002(b)(2)(A), (b)(4), 134 Stat. 281, 528–29 (2020).
285. See Turner, supra note 207, at 230.
286. See supra text accompanying notes 80–82.
287. Eric T. Bellone, Private Attorney-Client Communications and the Effect of
Videoconferencing in the Courtroom, 8 J. INT’L COM. L. & TECH. 24, 45 (2013).
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access to such privileged communications, and the defendant was prejudiced
by such access, his Sixth Amendment right to counsel would be violated.
Remote testimony is already permitted under the Sixth Amendment in
federal criminal jury trials pursuant to the Supreme Court’s ruling in
Maryland v. Craig.288 In state courts, however, the constitutionality of remote
testimony varies by state. In Indiana and Massachusetts—whose constitutions
explicitly discuss a “face-to-face” confrontation right—state courts have held
that the use of video conference technology to secure witness testimony is per
se unconstitutional.289 In Ohio, Kentucky, and Wisconsin—even without such
wording—their state courts have held that any use of video conferencing for
witness testimony is unconstitutional.290 But in the State of Washington, such
language is not a bar on remote testimony.291
A defendant’s public trial rights may also be violated where his jury trial
is conducted remotely, especially where the technology or policy prevents or
limits public access to jury trials.292 Court watchers have reported that
monitoring virtual court hearings has become “difficult [and] in some cases
even impossible[.]”293 In Trimarco, however, the Eastern District of New
York outlined how a court could allow for remote public access in a manner
that was compliant with the Sixth Amendment.294 Specifically, the court’s
partial closure complied with the Sixth Amendment because (1) the entrance
policies “advance an overriding interest in protecting the health and safety of
those attending and participating in the trial[;]” (2) the partial closure was “no
broader than necessary to protect this substantial interest[;]” and (3) the court

288. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990).
289. See, e.g., Brady v. State, 575 N.E.2d 981, 986–89 (Ind. 1991); Commonwealth v.
Bergstrom, 524 N.E.2d 366, 374 (Mass. 1988).
290. See, e.g., State v. Self, 564 N.E.2d 446, 450–53 (Ohio 1990); Commonwealth v. Willis,
716 S.W.2d 224, 227 (Ky. 1986); State v. Burns, 112 Wis. 2d 131, 144, 332 N.W.2d 757, 764
(1983).
291. See State v. Sweidan, 461 P.3d 378, 384–92 (Wash. Ct. App. 2020).
292. But see Matthew Bender, Unmuted: Solutions to Safeguard Constitutional Rights in
Virtual Courtrooms and How Technology Can Expand Access to Quality Counsel and Transparency
in the Criminal Justice System, 66 VILL. L. REV. 1, 47–52 (2021) (arguing that remote proceedings
can increase transparency of the courts).
293. See Jamiles Lartey, The Judge Will See You On Zoom, But The Public Is Mostly Left Out,
MARSHALL PROJECT (Apr. 13, 2020, 6:00 AM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/04/13/thejudge-will-see-you-on-zoom-but-the-public-is-mostly-left-out [https://perma.cc/46QA-D54N].
294. United States v. Trimarco, No. 17-CR-583, 2020 WL 5211051 at *4 (E.D.N.Y. Sep. 1,
2020).
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“considered alternatives to the partial closure, but [found] that any alternative
would be unreasonable.”295
The defendant’s speedy trial right poses its own issues. In courts that do
not have the technological ability to conduct a virtual jury trial but have the
ability to conduct a virtual bench trial, a defendant may be forced to waive his
jury right in order to exercise his speedy trial right. Depending on the state or
judge, such decision could increase the punishment received if he were to be
convicted.296 Exercising the speedy trial right may also force a defendant to
waive his confrontation right where he could otherwise establish that virtual
testimony was not compliant with Craig. In-custody defendants may also
choose to exercise their speedy trial right at the expense of others in order to
avoid potential Eighth Amendment violations.297
Of course, a defendant may waive all of his relevant Sixth Amendment
rights, and such waiver could potentially allow for a constitutional completely
virtual criminal jury trial. But without this unlikely waiver, and perhaps even
with it, recent Supreme Court precedent suggests that such trial could not
occur. Most recently for example, the Supreme Court’s decision in Ramos
calls into question the constitutionality of criminal jury trials by video
conference since the “history of the jury right, coupled with evidence from
treatises and dictionaries from the Founding Era, support the conclusion that
jury trials must be in person.”298 Indeed, consistent with his originalist
philosophy,299 Justice Gorsuch noted that importance of “grappling with the
historical meaning of the Sixth Amendment’s jury trial right” when
determining the constitutionality of actions under the Sixth Amendment.300

295. Id.
296. See King, Soulé, Steen & Weidner, supra note 118, at 975.
297. See Carroll, supra note 48.
298. Justin D. Rattey, Gap Filling: Assessing the Constitutionality of Virtual Criminal Trials in
Light of Ramos v. Louisiana, 125 PENN ST. L. REV. PENN STATIM 1, 3 (2020). Importantly, Rattey
does not conclude that virtual juries are unconstitutional. Rather, he indicates that an expanded
analysis is needed to fully “consider the Supreme Court’s vast jurisprudence” on this issue. Id. at 10.
299. See Neil M. Gorsuch, Justice Neil Gorsuch: Why Originalism Is the Best Approach to the
Constitution, TIME (Sept. 6, 2019, 7:00 AM), https://time.com/5670400/justice-neil-gorsuch-whyoriginalism-is-the-best-approach-to-the-constitution/ [https://perma.cc/UX65-CVW9].
But see
Nicholas M. Mosvick & Mitchell A. Mosvick, The Heller-ization of Originalism: Ramos v.
Louisiana and the Problem of Frozen Context, 2020 CATO SUP. CT. REV. 309, 310–311 (2020)
(arguing that the Ramos decision, as an opinion purported to be based on originalist philosophy, is
“unconvincing in this respect, and barely addresses either the text or the contrary views of prominent
jurists and state legislatures on the subject throughout the period before, during, and after ratification
of the [Sixth] [A]mendment”).
300. Ramos v. Louisiana, 140 S. Ct. 1390, 1405 (2020).
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Historically, “trial by jury” at common law meant “(1) that the jury should
consist of twelve men, neither more nor less; (2) that the trial should be in the
presence and under the superintendence of a judge having power to instruct
them as to the law and advise them in respect of the facts; and (3) that the
verdict should be unanimous.”301 Taken with other recent Sixth Amendment
decisions guided by originalist philosophy,302 these cases suggest that
measures to conduct a completely virtual criminal jury trial falling short of a
constitutional amendment would be deemed unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court.303
Regarding potential logistical issues, encouraging data from New Jersey
and Michigan shows that, after their criminal court systems transitioned to
online proceedings, the rate at which defendants appeared for their court dates
increased from 80% (New Jersey) and 89% (Michigan) to nearly 100% in
both states.304 In Texas, 60% to 80% of citizens summoned for jury duty have
showed up for online jury selection, double the in-person rates.305
Additionally, recent studies have shown that jury trials by video conference
produce juries that are more likely to be young and more diverse.306
301. See Patton v. United States, 281 U.S. 276, 288 (1930) (emphasis added). Of course, a
defendant’s right to be present is not absolute. See Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 343 (1970)
(holding “that a defendant can lose his right to be present at trial if, after he has been warned by the
judge that he will be removed if he continues his disruptive behavior, he nevertheless insists on
conducting himself in a manner so disorderly, disruptive, and disrespectful of the court that his trial
cannot be carried on with him in the courtroom.”); See also FED. R. CRIM. P. 43(c) (“A defendant
who was initially present at trial…waives the right to be present” when he is voluntarily absent after
the trial has begun, is voluntarily absent during sentencing of a noncapital case, or when the court
warns and ultimately removes him for disruptive behavior.” (emphasis added)). Notably, Rule 43’s
statement that a defendant “need not be present” when he consents to a misdemeanor trial by video
conference or in his absence. FED. R. CRIM. P. 43(b)(2). The language of paragraphs B and C of
Rule 43 appears to imply that a defendant is “not present” when he appears by video conference, and
that he must be present for at least the beginning of felony trial.
302. See supra note 97.
303. But see Robertson & Shammas, supra note 235, at 154–55 (arguing that tradition has little
place in constitutional interpretation where the Constitution is silent).
304. See Will Remote Hearings Improve Appearance Rates?, NAT’L CENT. ST. CTS. (May 13,
2021), https://www.ncsc.org/newsroom/at-the-center/2020/may-13 [https://perma.cc/6X7N-QVSG].
305. See Scigliano, supra note 31.
306. See Joe Patrice, Juries For Online Trials Are Younger And More Diverse, ABOVE THE L.
(Mar. 3, 2021, 1:46 PM), https://abovethelaw.com/2021/03/juries-for-online-trials-are-younger-andmore-diverse/ [https://perma.cc/FZ4C-RRXW]. Such jury composition can have drastic effects on
verdicts and sentences rendered by juries. See Shamena Anwar, Patrick Bayer & Randi Hjalmarsson,
The Role of Age in Jury Selection and Trial Outcomes, 57 J.L. ECON. 1001 (2014) (finding that “if a
male defendant, completely by chance, faces a jury pool that has an average age above 50, he is
about 13 percentage points more likely to be convicted than if he faces a jury pool with an average
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Furthermore, this method would also avoid the perhaps pointless posturing of
attorneys to sit at the table in closer proximity to the jury.307
Jury trials by video conference have raised different but equally troubling
logistical concerns. Zoom and similar platforms have suffered several
security and privacy breaches.308 Indigent parties, small or solo law firms,
and smaller or rural counties have not had the consistent access to the highspeed internet needed to fully participate in this type of trial.309 Even worse,
approximately 42 million Americans live outside the reach of broadband
service.310 According to a study by New York University’s Civil Jury Project,
jurors had issues with focusing over a long period of time.311 Another
expressed concern regarding the lack of juror bonding and its impact on
deliberations.312 In a civil summary jury trial conducted in Collin County,
Texas, one juror left to take a phone call.313 According to the chief public
age less than 50.”); Shamena Anwar, Patrick Bayer & Randi Hjalmarsson, The Impact of Jury Race
in Criminal Trials, 127 QUARTERLY J. ECON. 1017, 1019 (2012) (finding that “in cases with no
blacks in the jury pool, black defendants are convicted at an 81% rate and white defendants at a 66%
rate.”).
307. See Nora Lockwood Tooher, Proximity to Jury Helps – or Does It?, WIS. L.J. (Oct. 29,
2010,
9:51
AM),
https://wislawjournal.com/2010/10/29/proximity-to-jury-helps-or-does-it/
[https://perma.cc/AJ7N-VE39].
308. See Tom Warren, Zoom Grows to 300 Million Meeting Participants Despite Security
Backlash, VERGE (Apr. 23, 2020, 4:58 AM), https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/23/21232401/zoom300-million-users-growth-coronavirus-pandemic-security-privacy-concerns-response
[https://perma.cc/VB5P-86RJ].
309. See Matt Reynolds, Could Zoom Jury Trials Become the Norm During the Coronavirus
Pandemic?, A.B.A. J. (May 11, 2020, 8:00 AM), https://www.abajournal.com/web/article/couldzoom-jury-trials-become-a-reality-during-the-pandemic [https://perma.cc/9FX6-7UF8]; Monica
Chin, America’s Internet Wasn’t Prepared for Online School: Distance Learning Shows How Badly
Rural
America
Needs
Broadband,
VERGE
(Oct.
7,
2020,
10:14
AM),
https://www.theverge.com/21504476/online-school-covid-pandemic-rural-low-income-internetbroadband [https://perma.cc/5VRH-A4K7].
310. See John Busby, Julia Tanberk & BroadbandNow Team, FCC Reports Broadband
Unavailable to 21.3 Million Americans, BroadbandNow Study Indicates 42 Million Do Not Have
Access, BROADBANDNOW RSCH. (May 11, 2021), https://broadbandnow.com/research/fccunderestimates-unserved-by-50-percent [https://perma.cc/F5KB-TW84].
311. See Michael Pressman, A Report on the Civil Jury Project’s Mock Zoom Jury Trial, CIV.
JURY PROJECT (June 8, 2020), https://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/a-report-on-the-civil-jury-projectsmock-zoom-jury-trial/ [https://perma.cc/2PBD-AAFY].
312. See id.
313. Charles Scudder, In a Test Case, Collin County Jury Renders Verdict on Zoom for the
First Time; Too Risky for a Full Trial?, THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS (May 22, 2020, 4:35 PM)
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/courts/2020/05/22/in-a-test-case-collin-county-jury-meets-onzoom-for-the-first-time-but-some-lawyers-say-its-too-risky-for-real-trial/
[https://perma.cc/4L7HSEVC].
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defender for Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid, a juror for an online trial “couldn’t
get the screen image right side up.”314 During another civil trial, jurors
appeared to sleep, exercise, or tend to their children.315 One lawyer famously
informed a judge that he was “not a cat” after enduring a mishap with a Zoom
filter.316 Hackers have uploaded pornographic images or obscene language to
disrupt and delay criminal and civil Zoom hearings.317 During one criminal
Zoom hearing, a judge allegedly muted a defense attorney eight times for a
total of twelve minutes in a forty-eight minute hearing.318 In another, an
attorney attended in the nude.319 In an unrelated case, a federal magistrate
judge deemed it necessary to advise the parties to “wear clothes.”320 And to
reach a new low, an attorney had sex on camera during a hearing.321 In
314. Scigliano, supra note 31.
315. See Debra Cassens Weiss, Potential Jurors Exercised, Curled Up on Bed During Virtual
Voir Dire, Motion Says in Asbestos Case, A.B.A. J. (July 22, 2020, 2:41 PM),
https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/potential-jurors-exercised-curled-up-on-bed-during-virtualvoir-dire-motion-says#:~:text=Potential%20jurors%20were%20distracted%20or,to%20the%20July%
2016%20motion [https://perma.cc/9R4N-LZA8]. Virtual proceedings outside of the trial arena have
had similar issues. Most recently, a state senator from Ohio attended a hearing discussing distracted
driving as he was actually driving, which was discovered when his seatbelt was visibly strapped
across his chest even though his Zoom background portrayed his home. See Marie Fazio, Ohio State
Senator
is
Caught
Zooming
and
Driving,
N.Y.
TIMES
(May
6,
2021),
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/06/us/andrew-brenner-zoom-car-meeting.html
[https://perma.cc/6CX8-JKVN].
316. See Christina Zdanowicz, Lawyer Tells Judge ‘I’m Not a Cat’ After a Zoom Filter Mishap
in Virtual Court Hearing, CNN (Feb. 10, 2021, 12:54 AM), https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/09/us/catfilter-lawyer-zoom-court-trnd/index.html [https://perma.cc/MA4E-WUB8].
317. See Carlie Porterfield, Twitter Hacking Court Hearing Gets ‘Zoombombed’ with Porn,
FORBES (Aug. 5, 2020, 2:08 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2020/08/05/twitterhacking-court-hearing-gets-zoombombed-with-porn/#15c88d8fadd3
[https://perma.cc/RL4WW6QS]; Paul Venema, Bexar County Court Hearing Streamed on Zoom Hacked with Porn, KSAT
(Aug. 10, 2020), https://www.ksat.com/news/local/2020/08/10/bexar-county-court-hearing-streamedon-zoom-hacked-with-porn/?fbclid=IwAR2yggzjXENc21s44aHRNUb5KLWWzl5tuSPIe2
LC6FttXuajXeZ6ExfAxdQ [https://perma.cc/3ZV5-2QRU].
318. See Joe Patrice, Fun With Mute Buttons: Civil Rights Violation Edition!, ABOVE THE L.
(July 21, 2020, 3:01 PM), https://abovethelaw.com/2020/07/fun-with-mute-buttons-civil-rightsviolation-edition/?fbclid=IwAR3s1KLZoXhnl8K0ImJNZo_EeFvOhbrdFtX-KNyUP2TbGO2Q8zN44e121A [https://perma.cc/8PDW-6RZG].
319. See Joe Patrice, Is This Attorney Naked During A Criminal Hearing?, ABOVE THE L.
(June 26, 2020, 12:12 PM), https://abovethelaw.com/2020/06/is-this-attorney-naked-during-acriminal-hearing/ [https://perma.cc/H3GX-57T3].
320. See Order at 2, Gericare Med. Supply, Inc. v. J.L. Sadick, No. 4:30-CV-2425 (S.D. Tex.
Sept. 28, 2020).
321. See Joe Patrice, Yep, That’s A Lawyer Having Sex on Camera During A Hearing!, ABOVE
THE L. (Feb. 2, 2021, 10:42 AM), https://abovethelaw.com/2021/02/yep-thats-a-lawyer-having-sexon-camera-during-a-hearing/ [https://perma.cc/GVX6-M2EZ].
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addition to these specific examples, many have more general concerns. For
example, while live-streaming jury trials on YouTube may fulfill the
accused’s right to a public trial, Michigan Chief Justice Bridget Mary
McCormack worries that “[a]nybody can record it and use it against you
later.”322 Michigan Court of Appeals Judge Michelle Rick expressed specific
concern for domestic violence victims since Judge Rick does not “know
where they’re phoning in from” or “whether someone [off-screen] is exerting
influence over them.”323
Statutory solutions to expanding the role of criminal jury trials by video
conference may also be problematic. Notably, H.B. 3774 appears to conflict
with Section 33.03 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure,324 which states:
In all prosecutions for felonies, the defendant must be
personally present at the trial, and he must likewise be
present in all cases of misdemeanor when the punishment or
any part thereof is imprisonment in jail; provided, however,
that in all cases, when the defendant voluntarily absents
himself after pleading to the indictment or information, or
after the jury has been selected when trial is before a jury, the
trial may proceed to its conclusion.325
Thus, while H.B.3774 would allow the trial judge to decide if a remote
criminal jury trial was appropriate, Section 33.03 dictates that the defendant
determines when he is to be “personally present” at trial, and that he might not
be allowed to consent to a virtual jury selection under any circumstances.326
And as noted by Alex Bunin, Chief Defender for the Harris County Public
Defender’s Office, Texas laws allowing virtual criminal jury trials would
conflict with several other Texas laws that require consent.327 Until the Texas

322. Scigliano, supra note 31.
323. Id.
324. See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 33.03.
325. Id. (emphasis added).
326. See, e.g., Morrison v. State, 480 S.W.3d 647, 657 (Tex. App. 2015) (stating that “as the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has recognized, although a defendant may waive his Sixth
Amendment right to be present in the courtroom virtually any time after a trial commences, under
Article 33.03, ‘an accused’s right to be present at his trial is unwaivable until such a time as the jury
has been selected.’”).
327. See ALEX BUNIN, NACDL, CAN A TEXAS CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL OCCUR BY VIDEO
CONFERENCE, ABSENT A DEFENDANT’S CONSENT?, https://www.nacdl.org/getattachment/12aebf9eed4d-4973-bb10-b2e0fde3874b/can-a-texas-criminal-jury-trial-proceed-entirely-by-video.pdf
[https://perma.cc/DQ59-H6BR] (noting that TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 27.18 (Plea or Waiver of
Rights by Videoconference) and 38.076 (Testimony of Forensic Analyst by Video Teleconference)
both require consent). Bunin also notes that pursuant to TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 35.17 (Voir
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courts or the legislature determines whether a defendant can be personally
present while appearing virtually, it appears that completely remote criminal
jury trials remain barred by Texas law.
iii. Hybrid Trials
This format has also come under fire from local criminal defense
organizations.328 Matthew Adams, Chair of the Pandemic Task Force for the
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers of New Jersey (ACDL-NJ), argued
that New Jersey’s hybrid model “placed expediency over constitutional
rights[,]” and that the pandemic was “no excuse to relax the constitutional
protections that ensure the presumption of innocence and the right to a fair
trial before a jury of one’s peers[.]”329 However, when one such jury trial in
this format was appealed after the defendant was convicted, the Supreme
Court of New Jersey ultimately found that this method of hybrid jury trial was
constitutional.330 During a separate hybrid criminal jury trial in Harris
County, Texas, all parties appeared in person except the accused and his
defense attorneys.331 Brent Mayr and Sierra Tabone, the defense attorneys
who tried the case and secured an acquittal for their client, noted several
troubling and potentially unconstitutional features of their hybrid jury trial,
including the inability to see the jury for any portion of the trial, being forced
to choose between their ethical obligations to withdraw as counsel and their
client’s Sixth Amendment rights,332 their client being forced to waive his right
Dire Examination), jury selection must be done “in the presence of the entire panel[,]” and under
ART 37.06 (Presence of Defendant), a defendant must be present when the verdict is read.
328. See Rebecca Everett, N.J.’s First Hybrid Trial is Underway, but a Second is Delayed
Over Concerns About Zoom Jury Selection, NJ.COM (Oct. 1, 2020, 3:43 PM),
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/09/njs-first-hybrid-trial-is-underway-but-a-second-is-delayedover-concerns-about-zoom-jury-selection.html [https://perma.cc/PA5X-QNQW].
329. Id.
330. See State v. Dangcil, 256 A.3d 1016, 1022 (N.J. 2021) (holding that the trial court’s use
of a virtual jury selection process was constitutional because the defendant “failed to support his
representative-cross-section claim”).
331. See Mayr & Tabone, supra note 232. This format is especially troubling given data from
Cook County, Illinois regarding bail hearings conducted by closed-circuit television. In this study,
the authors analyzed bail hearings where all parties appeared in person except for the defendant, who
appeared by closed-circuit television. They found that the “average bond amount for the offenses
that shifted to televised hearings increased by an average of 51%.” See Shari Seidman Diamond,
Locke E. Bowman, Manyee Wong & Matthew M. Patton, Efficiency and Cost: The Impact of
Videoconferenced Hearings on Bail Decisions, 100 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 869 (2010).
332. See Mayr & Tabone, supra note 232; see also TEX. DISCIPLINARY RULES OF PROF.
CONDUCT 1.06(b); Lerma v. State, 679 S.W.2d 488 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982) (holding that the trial
court’s failure to grant motion to withdraw in case of direct conflict of interest denies the accused of
his right to effective assistance of counsel).
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to be physically present in the courtroom,333 and potential juror prejudice
against their client.334
B. Impact on Jury Trials
Because of the Sixth Amendment, statutory, and logistical issues
surrounding these measures, jury trial rates have drastically fallen since the
pandemic began. In Harris County, for example, trials fell from 1,600 to 52, a
drop of almost 97%.335 Nationally, trial rates fell as precipitously or worse.
In New York City, for example, from March to November of 2020, nine trials
took place compared to the 800 that occurred in 2019 during the same time
period.336 Similarly, in the entire state of Massachusetts, from March to
September of 2020, zero jury trials occurred compared to the 1,800 that
occurred during the same time period in 2019.337 Unfortunately, despite great
efforts of the courts to continue with trials during the pandemic, and evidence
showing the many benefits of virtual criminal jury trials,338 access to the
criminal jury right—as measured by the rate by which trials occurred—was
effectively extinguished.
C. Proposal to Amend the Constitution
My proposal to create a constitutional amendment allowing criminal jury
trials to be conducted by video conference rests on several assumptions.
These include: (1) Supreme Court precedent, including Ramos and similar
Sixth Amendment cases, would bar the practice for felonies and most
misdemeanors, even where the defendant waived all relevant Sixth
333. See Mayr & Tabone, supra note 232; see also Fulmer v. State, 401 S.W. 3d 305, 314
(Tex. Ct. App. 2013), reh’g denied, 571 U.S. 960 (citing Baltierra v. State, 586 S.W.2d 553, 556
(Tex. Crim. App. 1979)); see U.S. CONST. amend. VI; TEX. CONST. art. I, § 10.
334. See Mayr & Tabone, supra note 232. The authors reported that many potential jurors
“were offended” that they and their client would be appearing at the trial via Zoom. They did,
however, note several benefits to non-trial use of video conference technology in the legal field,
including reduced time spent commuting, parking, and waiting to speak to a judge. Id.
335. See Ketterer, supra note 52.
336. See FULLY INFORMED JURY ASS’N, supra note 52.
337. See id.
338. See, e.g., Roy Ferguson, From the Front Porch: The Fear & Future of Remote Jury
Proceedings,
VOICE
FOR
THE
DEFENSE
ONLINE
(June
7,
2021),
https://www.voiceforthedefenseonline.com/from-the-front-porch-the-fear-future-of-remote-juryproceedings/ [https://perma.cc/89L6-DWWE] (discussing evidence from Texas that one percent
individual “lacked the ability to connect to a remote proceeding[,]” that response rates by potential
jurors for remote jury trials compared to in-person criminal trials increased by as much as 41%, and
that remote juries were more diverse and had a younger average age than in-person juries).
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Amendment rights; (2) the United States will endure another pandemic that
will similarly inhibit our ability to access public places;339 and (3) parties
could refuse to consent to a virtual criminal jury trial, even where the
technology eliminated or minimized any logistical issues.340
Of course, the act of amending the Constitution to allow for an entire
criminal jury trial to be conducted by video conference would be an
exceedingly difficult task. Indeed, only twenty-seven amendments have been
ratified of the over eleven thousand proposed amendments introduced by
members of Congress.341 Such difficulty in amending the Constitution is by
design.342 According to Article V of the Constitution, amendments may be
proposed for ratification in two ways: (1) by a two-thirds vote of the House of
Representatives and the Senate or (2) by a congressionally requested national
convention on request of two-thirds of the state legislatures.343 The Framers
were not alone in urging restraint in the constitutional amendment process. In
1999, a group of law professors prepared and published a report which stated
the following principles for constitutional amendment:
(1) Does the proposed amendment address matters that are of
more than immediate concern and that are likely to be
recognized as of abiding importance by subsequent
339. See, e.g., Michaleen Doucleff, Next Pandemic: Scientists Fear Another Coronavirus
Could Jump From Animals To Humans, NPR (Mar. 19, 2021, 5:25 PM),
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2021/03/19/979314118/next-pandemic-scientists-fearanother-coronavirus-could-jump-from-animals-to-hum [https://perma.cc/VXX4-S3MK] (quoting
virologists who predict that the next pandemic could occur as soon as next year). This assumption is
especially important since, without another pandemic, issues related to the reduced trial rate could
largely be solved if our even if our federal and state governments exacted legislation that ended the
trial tax and meaningfully enforced the Speedy Trial Act or its state analogs. But if these actions
were taken, criminal jury trial rates increased to 20%, and another pandemic occurred, the lack of a
constitutional amendment would likely lead to another decrease to rates at or approaching 0%.
340. See Mayr & Tabone, supra note 232. It is important to note that some hesitancy to virtual
criminal justice proceedings may be related to the fact that our country is experiencing them during a
pandemic. Further research on these proceedings in non-pandemic conditions would be needed to
show whether feelings for such proceedings are tainted by other negative feelings toward the
pandemic.
341. See
Measures
Proposed
to
Amend
the
Constitution,
U.S. SENATE,
senate.gov/legislative/MeasuresProposedToAmendTheConstitution.htm
[https://perma.cc/X9TMYFHZ] (“Approximately 11,848 measures have been proposed to amend the Constitution from 1789
through January 3, 2019.”).
342. See, e.g., Ruth Bader Ginsburg, On Amending the Constitution: A Plea for Patience, 12
ARK. L. REV. 677, 693 (1990) (arguing that the amendment process was “designed to be lengthy,
deliberative, and not frequently invoked.”); Erwen Chemerinsky, Amending the Constitution, 96
MICH. L. REV. 1561 (1998) (discussing the inherent difficulty in amending the Constitution).
343. See U.S. CONST. art. V.
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generations?
(2) Does the proposed amendment make our system more
politically responsive or protect individual rights?
(3) Are there significant practical or legal obstacles to the
achievement of the objectives of the proposed amendment by
other means?
(4) Is the proposed amendment consistent with related
constitutional doctrine that the amendment leaves intact?
(5) Does the proposed amendment embody enforceable, and
not purely aspirational, standards?
(6) Have proponents of the proposed amendment attempted to
think through and articulate the consequences of their
proposal, including the ways in which the amendment would
interact with other constitutional provisions and principles?
(7) Has there been full and fair debate on the merits of the
proposed amendment?
(8) Has Congress provided for a nonextendable deadline for
ratification by the states so as to ensure that there is a
contemporaneous consensus by Congress and the states that
the proposed amendment is desirable?344
An amendment allowing for completely virtual criminal jury trials is
likely to spark debate regarding each of these principles. While the most
likely source of debate lies with whether such amendment protects individual
rights,345 the preliminary data available allows for salient arguments to
support that each of these principles can be answered with a “yes.”346 Even
with such preliminary data, current sentiments within the legal community
suggest that any investment of political capital by members of Congress to
amend the Constitution to allow for trials by video conference would be met
with significant resistance.347 And even if Congress were to attempt to make
this investment, efforts by legislators, legal scholars, and other interested
parties must first conduct empirical studies and analyze the constitutionality
of virtual criminal jury trials, especially as the technology in this field
continues to develop and improve.
344. LOUIS MICHAEL SEIDMAN, “GREAT AND EXTRAORDINARY OCCASIONS”: DEVELOPING
STANDARDS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE 7 (Century Found. Press 1999).
345. See, e.g., Deniz Ariturk, William E. Crozier & Brandon L. Garrett, Virtual Criminal
Courts, 2020 U. CHI. L. REV. ONLINE 57 (2021); Turner, supra note 207; Bunin, supra note 327.
346. See supra Part IV. Principles seven and eight cannot be addressed until and unless such
amendment is actually proposed.
347. See Turner, supra note 207; see also Ariturk, Crozier & Garrett supra note 345; Bunin,
supra note 327.
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i. Language of Amendment Allowing Jury Trials by Video Conference
In an effort to create a pandemic-proof criminal jury trial right and based
on the principles discussed in Part V.C.i, I am suggesting the following to
represent the constitutional amendment allowing for criminal jury trials by
video conference:
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused’s right to a trial by
an impartial jury may be satisfied where such trial occurs by
video conference, holographic, or other audio-visual
technology only where the denial of an in-person trial is
necessary to further an important public policy and only
where the reliability of the trial by video conference,
holographic, or other audio-visual technology is otherwise
assured.348
Importantly, my proposal to constitutionalize access to criminal jury trials
by video conference does not require the consent of the accused or the
government. Due to current sentiments toward virtual criminal trials—some
based on genuine concern for the protection of Sixth Amendment rights and
others grounded in opposition to any attempt change as society advances—a
consent requirement would almost certainly create an amendment in name
only.349 My proposal largely mirrors the Supreme Court’s language in
Craig,350 since any criminal jury trial by video conference should occur as a

348. To avoid potential for confusion or misinterpretation, precise language is vital to ensuring
the amendment is enacted as intended. See, e.g., Revisionist History, Divide and Conquer (May 18,
2018) (downloaded using Apple Podcasts) (discussing grammatical rules as they pertain to Article
IV, Section 3 of the Constitution, and the Twenty-Sixth Amendment). Malcolm Gladwell and his
guests note that Article IV, Section 3 technically says that a state cannot form a new state from
within its borders without the consent of Congress. Id. Taken with the language of the
Congressional resolution by which Texas was admitted as state to the United States, which gave
Texas Congressional consent to create four additional states from within its borders, the State of
Texas could transform into five total states if its legislature so desired. Id. Regarding the TwentySixth Amendment, Gladwell and his guests note that the amendment technically states that a citizen
of the United States is anyone over the age of eighteen. Id.
349. Based on the language of its statute, the Texas Legislature appears to have anticipated this
issue as it does not require consent but does require any court that elects to conduct a jury trial by
video conference to provide the provide the parties with adequate notice of this decision and the
opportunity to object, and also provide for in-person methods of participation to those who cannot
participate by video conference. See H.B. 3611, supra note 228.
350. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836, 850 (1990) (“[O]ur precedents confirm that a
defendant’s right to confront accusatory witnesses may be satisfied absent a physical, face-to-face
confrontation at trial only where denial of such confrontation is necessary to further an important
public policy and only where the reliability of the testimony is otherwise assured.”).
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last resort and only where video conference technology functions such that the
accused’s Sixth Amendment rights are reliably assured.351
ii. Statutory Changes Concurrent with the Constitutional Amendment
Taken alone, any amendment to constitutionalize criminal jury trials by
video conference is unlikely to have any significant impact on criminal jury
trial rates. After all, the incentives to plea or delay trial due to the trial
penalty; inadequate enforcement of the Speedy Trial Act; or statutory,
political, or other hindrances would remain even if such amendment did
exist.352 Therefore, I also recommend that Congress and state governments
enact legislation that ends the trial penalty as recommended by the
NACDL,353 and that the measures to both enforce the Speedy Trial Act and
end other incentives to delay trial discussed in Part IV are similarly sought
out. Such actions would, at worst, avoid needless delays to case resolution
and, at best, increase criminal jury trial rates such that the accused, victims,
and society had more meaningful access to fair and constitutional criminal
jury trials.
VI. CONCLUSION
The coronavirus pandemic greatly hindered the criminal justice system’s
ability to conduct criminal jury trials and largely prevented the accused from
exercising their Sixth Amendment rights. But it also allowed our society to
more clearly observe that fair and consistent access to criminal jury trials
largely evaded our grasp well before COVID-19 arrived on our shores. And,
as such, it should force us to search for solutions that guarantee fair and
constitutional criminal jury trials regardless of whether we are enduring a
pandemic.
While the problem is clear, the solution is not. Indeed, efforts to allow for
criminal jury trials during the pandemic by in-person and socially distanced
trials, trials by video conference, and hybrid trials were fraught with
351. While not necessary for any amendment that constitutionalizes jury trials by video
conference, it is important to consider the Ramos dissent’s concern for the how the majority’s
opinion calls into question the constitutionality of six-person juries in state courts criminal cases. See
supra text accompanying notes 106–07. When the Williams decision was rendered, the Supreme
Court was not considering whether six-person juries would help courts comply with social distancing
measures. But reducing the number of people required constitutionally to reaching a unanimous
verdict would certainly aid in that effort. As such, efforts to make a pandemic-proof criminal jury
right may also consider a clause allowing for six-person juries when conducted in person.
352. See supra Part III.B.
353. See supra text accompanying note 126.
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legitimate constitutional and logistical concerns. But these concerns do not
mean that these efforts should be abandoned. Instead, they should be
perfected. For example, a constitutional amendment to provide for a criminal
jury right by video conference would allow for the accused to maintain their
ability to exercise their criminal jury right and speedy trial right regardless of
whether the country was enduring a pandemic that prevented in-person social
gatherings. Based on limited data, their juries would be less likely to convict
and more likely to deliver a more lenient sentence. Similarly, victims could
avoid delays to gaining the justice they deserve. The criminal justice system
as a whole could prevent the case backlogs caused by a pandemic, both from
cases that would have proceeded to trial and cases that would have pled or
been dismissed if the parties knew a trial could happen. Court systems
throughout the country would be incentivized to utilize technologies that
provided for a video conference trial experience that matched the best aspects
of the in-person experience, and also enhanced the ability of the public to
attend without having to appear in person.
It is unclear, however, if these or other benefits outweigh the costs. For
the accused, the exercise of their speedy trial right or jury right would come at
the expense of their right to confront their accusers face-to-face. While there
was a limited pre-pandemic exception to this right created by the Supreme
Court’s decision in Craig, such amendment would allow the exception to
subsume the rule. Additionally, since many courts are currently unprepared to
provide the accused with video conference technology that guarantees the
ability to have consistent or confidential communications with counsel, the
accused in those courts also risk infringement of their right to counsel and the
effective assistance of counsel. Problems with criminal jury trials by video
conference are not limited to those faced by the accused. Victims would be
forced to testify in a medium where jurors are less able to read their social
cues and judge their credibility, which could result in verdicts of “not guilty”
that are unsupported by the evidence. Furthermore, both prosecutors and
defense attorneys have largely stated their opposition to jury trials by video
conference on constitutional grounds.
These concerns suggest that efforts to amend the constitution to provide a
criminal jury right by video conference must include a substantial investment
in video conference technology. Such investment must produce technology
that ensures the accused’s Sixth Amendment rights are upheld and is available
in all states and jurisdictions. Furthermore, any amendment must be met with
legislation to end the trial penalty and meaningfully enforce laws that seek to
avoid undue delays to trial. The accused, victims, and society deserve a
pandemic-proof criminal jury right. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown us
how to provide one. When the next pandemic arrives, we must be ready.

